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ABSTRACT 
There has been an interesting phenomenon that there have been more shopping 
centres developed in non traditional shopping areas like Causeway Bay, Tsim Sha 
Tsui, Mongkok.  Most of these shopping centres were found above the Mass Transit 
Railway (MTR) stations.  At the same time, there were four new railway lines 
constructed in the past ten years and there are more coming in the future.  When all 
the observations are added together, it gives a topic of study which relates the retail 
location in Hong Kong and development of MTR network.  So this dissertation is to 
find out if there is movement of retail activities to the off-CBD areas due to the MTR 
developments in the past ten years together with the predictions of the effect of 
proposed developments in the future on different areas.  
 
It was understood from the literatures that central place theory is the foundation of 
retail location studies.  It introduce the hierarchy of retail activities with subcentres 
surrounding central places.  Also, Alonso’s study on bid rent curves and also bid 
price curves brought of studying attractiveness of locations among urban firms.   
 
Result of empirical study along the MTR lines shows that MTR development is not 
the dominating factor in retail location.  Instead, retail activities follow the 
 iv
population.  There was almost no influence of MTR services on the New Towns’ 
retail activities.  And the effect on districts close to CBDs is mild while that on areas 
far from CBDs and without any railway provision in the past are great.  Therefore, it 
can be said that retail decentralization has taken place in Hong Kong to certain 
off-CBD areas but not to the whole territory. 
 
It was anticipated that in the future when the proposed MTR lines have opened to the 
public, areas on west Hong Kong Island will be more attractive to retailers.  And the 
Yau Ma Tei, Hunghom, Whampoa area will be further developed in the retailing 
sector.   
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background of Study 
There has been trade since human being exists.  In the old days, people used to trade 
goods for goods directly without the concept of money.  Slowly trading developed into 
the form by using “money”, like “silver stones” used in ancient China.  Nowadays, people 
use coins and notes issued by the Government with the claimed amount written on them 
though they are not of such value.  Retailing is one part of a system which starts with the 
extraction of raw materials, continues through the production of consumer goods and 
their distribution by various trade channels and ends with the purchase and use of goods 
by consumers. (Economic Development Committee for the Distributive Trades. Models 
Working Party. and Economic Development Committee for the Distributive Trades. 
Shopping Capacity Sub-Committee. 1970) 
 
Exchange of goods arises from human desires.  From the very beginning, the existence of 
shops aimed at providing services or goods to fulfill human needs. When trading industry 
slowly develops, it is used to gain profits and make a living.  Because of this, the form of 
shops also changes throughout the centuries. 
 
Being an internationally well known shopping paradise, retailing activities plays a 
dominant role in Hong Kong.  In 2007, total retail sales in Hong Kong amounted to 
HK$247.7 billion and have increased by 12.8 per cent when compared with the previous 
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year.  It contributes to 16.7% of Hong Kong’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in that 
year.1  The bonding between tourism and retailing in Hong Kong is very strong. Hong 
Kong is known as a shopping paradise since the early 90’s.  Many world famous brands 
set up their branches in the city, and the choices of shop are more than other cities in the 
world.  Therefore, a bundle of tourists are attracted to Hong Kong each year for shopping 
purpose.  Also, in the past 4 years, retail sales had been constantly increased rapidly.  
According to the Monthly Survey of Retail Sales, the value of total retail sales in January 
2008, provisionally estimated at $25.7 billion, increased by 23.3% over a year earlier.2 
After the netting out the effect of price changes over the same period, the volume of total 
retail sales increased by 17.4% in January 2008 over a year earlier.   
 
Major shopping areas as denoted from the studies carried out by Planning Department are 
Tsim Sha Tsui and Mongkok on Kowloon Peninsula, Central and Causeway Bay on Hong 
Kong Island.  These districts are traditional shopping centres in Hong Kong where large 
variety of shops, restaurants and also large shopping malls can be found.  These districts 
serve consumers from the whole territory everyday.  They can be said to be central 
business districts in Hong Kong.  Districts like Central and Tsim Sha Tsui, they do not 
only serve as shopping centres but also business centres where clusters of office buildings 
are found.     
 
Though in the past two decades, most retailing activities have agglomerated in the 
mentioned areas, recently, there are large shopping centres found in areas outside the 
CBDs, like APM in Kwun Tong, Megabox in Kowloon Bay, Elements in West Kowloon, 
etc.    Many of these are found near to Mass Transit Railway stations.    Some are built 
                                                 
1 HKSAR Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Statistics. 
2 HKSAR Census and Statistics Department, Report on Annual Survey of Wholesale, Retail and Import and 
Export Trades, Restaurants and Hotels, 2006 Edition. 
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right above the MTR station together with residential development nearby.  For those 
which are not located directly above the stations, they still have a linkage to the station 
like footbridges or air-conditioned subway.  When this phenomenon is push to a wider 
aspect, it may be questioned if the other retailing activities are moving to the off-CBD 
areas.  If they do, what are the pushing factors of such phenomenon?  These questions are 
to be answered in this study. 
 
Land is a commodity in the usual economic sense. Land is completely immobile. Hence, 
each piece of land is associated with a unique location in geographical space. 
(Association of University Teachers of Economics., Parkin et al. 1973) Therefore the 
choice of location is a must when one needs to consume land.  They cannot bring the land 
with them.   
 
Why is it worth to study the relationship between Mass Transit Railway (MTR) and 
retailing spatial distribution?  In Retailing: Shopping, Society, Space, Brien and Harries 
pointed out that an essential pre-requisite for exchange and trade is the coming together of 
suppliers and customers at convenient-located ‘nodal’ points such as village greens or 
crossroads.  However, in a small city like Hong Kong, there will not be any village greens 
and the crossroads are not so significant.  But under the concept of ‘nodal’ points, MTR 
station may meet the requirements.  Nodality of a place is influenced by both their 
accessibility to other areas and their ‘spheres of influence’.(O'Brien and Harris 1991)  
MTR carries more than 3.4 million passengers per weekday.  Usually MTR stations act as 
exchange points with other public transportation facilities like bus-stops and minibus 
stops.  For small settlements, the town centre typically lay at the heart of a local route 
network and would have been the hub around which activities such as trade and retailing 
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would have revolved.  Public transport has a decisive position in the pedestrian flow in 
Hong Kong as Hong Kong has a very low car ownership rate that less than 40% of the 
adults owning cars.  There are totally 393,756 private cars registered at the end of 2006.3    
When people travel from one district to another, very likely they will take public transport.  
With improvements in accessibility brought about by the building of new roads and 
technological emerged, providing a larger market area to be exploited by the town. 
 
Also, the study of the Planning Department in the Metro area (including Hong Kong 
Island, Kowloon Peninsula and also Tsuen Wan)4 anchors the leading role of MTR in 
future transportation system in Hong Kong.  It can be seen that the network of MTR has 
become more comprehensive than in the last decade.  With the development of railways, 
commuting increasingly became a possibility for those who could not afford its higher 
costs. Successive extensions to the rail network permitted the trend to continue into the 
early twentieth century, with the development of both trams and buses enabling the 
suburban colonization of land away from immediate rail routes.(O'Brien and Harris 1991)  
 
The expansion of British towns and cities to accommodate growing populations and an 
increasing variety of activities inevitably led to the spatial separation of urban functions 
and the segregation of land uses into distinctive areas such as residence, retailing and 
industry. When new towns in Hong Kong are planned, they usually located at “rural 
areas”.  Therefore, distance between the population and the traditional retail cores will be 
increased.   Under this circumstance,   it is unlikely,  if not possible, for people to travel to 
 
 
                                                 
3 HKSAR Transportation Department, Annual Transport Digest 2007 
4 HKSAR Planning Department, Stage II Study on Review of Metroplan and the Related Kowloon Density 
Study Review Final Report 
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those retail cores for their everyday needs.  This gives the opportunity of retail 
development in the new towns to serve the local population .  
 
In other countries such as the United Kingdom and the United States, they experienced 
changes in their demography distribution and led to urban growth.  This urban growth 
forms the intra-urban retail pattern.  The retail activities have a typical hierarchy, which 
central areas will expand with the increasing demand by spreading outwards along the 
direction of development towards the town centre.  And in their cases, retail activities are 
concentrated on some accessible interaction area in the off-CBD areas.  In their concept, 
this is called “corner shop”, which serves the population with their necessities and 
becomes centres of their neighbourhoods.   
 
Britain had its suburbanization developed quickly during the Victorian and Edwardian 
eras because of the improvement in transportation.  In those days, the increased efficient 
and pedestrian volume has led to the greater separation between residence and 
commercial areas.(O'Brien and Harris 1991)   
 
 
1.2 Aims and Objectives 
There were numerous studies concerning retail activities location and retail spatial 
patterns.  However, not many of which has specifically studied the relationship between 
changes and development of Mass Transit Railway.  Also, many of the decentralization 
studies focus on office decentralization but not retail decentralization.  Therefore, this 
study targets at achieving the three major objectives, namely: 
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1. To clarify the concept of retail decentralization; 
2. To review literatures on retail location theory; 
3. To test the hypotheses that “retail decentralization has taken place in Hong Kong”. 
 
By achieving the objective set above, this study aims at making contribution to the study 
of urban economics in theory of retail location and its relationship with railway 
development. 
 
 
1.3 Hong Kong Mass Transit Railway 
Since the evolution of Hong Kong Mass Transit Railway, it has been regarded as having 
important social and economic implications.  It was first introduced by the Government to 
satisfy the needs for urban growth and expansion.  The heavy railway service providers 
were the Mass Transit Railway Corporation and the Kowloon-Canton Railway 
Corporation in the past. Today the two companies merged together and went under the 
control of the Mass Transit Railway Corporation.  
 
In the early stage where the Kwun Tong Line had come into service, studies in those 
times revealed physical and economical expansion in Hong Kong since then.  Hong Kong 
was becoming larger and more prosperous.  Before the MTR establishment, commercial 
activities were concentrated on the North Shore of Hong Kong Island and on the 
Kowloon Peninsula.  After the opening of Kwun Tong Line, it was evidenced that the 
activities were spreading to the north part of Kowloon and towards Kwun Tong district.  
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Mass transit is deemed to be the most efficient way of surface transport.  Hong Kong is 
one of the most densely populated areas in the world.  The traffic load had already 
reached and gone beyond the limit.  Also, the geography of Hong Kong gives 
topographical constraints which restrict traffic and urban existence to district corridors 
rather than groups.  The railway system was planned to pass through all the busiest 
districts and carries the maximum number of passengers.  Also the car ownership rate in 
Hong Kong is constantly lower when compared to other cities in the world.  So mass 
transit railway plays a dominant role in the transportation.  
 
The MTR Lines were originally situated along the coastal areas on Hong Kong Island 
because it has to pass though all the central business districts and the residential areas 
which are densely populated.  In the 1960’s, the Victoria Harbour is the main business 
area in Hong Kong. Therefore, the Lines was first planned to run through the coastal 
areas.  
 
1.3.1 MTR Lines Development 
Today, after the merging with Kowloon-Canton Railway Corporation on 2 December 
2007, Mass Transit Railway Corporation owns a 9-Line network spreading in different 
district in Hong Kong.  The 9 lines are connected to one another at 17 stations. The list of 
Lines are shown as below:5 
 
• Kwun Tong Line (running between Yau Ma Tei and Tiu Keng Leng)  
• Tsuen Wan Line (running between Tsuen Wan and Central)  
• Island Line (running between Sheung Wan and Chai Wan)  
• Tseung Kwan O Line (running between Po Lam and North Point)  
• Tung Chung Line (running between Tung Chung and Hong Kong)  
• Airport Express (running between AsiaWorld-Expo and Hong Kong)  
                                                 
5 Mass Transit Railway Corporation Website, ww.mtr.com.hk  
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• Disneyland Resort Line (running between Sunny Bay and Disneyland Resort)  
• East Rail Line (running between East Tsimshatsui and Lo Wu/Lok Ma Chau)  
• West Rail Line (running between Nam Cheong and Tuen Mun) 
• Ma On Shan Line (running between Tai Wai and Wu Kai Sha) 
 
The MTR carries an average of 3.4 million passengers per weekday.6  Other than the 
heavy railway system, the Light Rail network were provided in Tuen Mun and Yuen 
Long in the New Territories for local communications.  The railway services can also 
bring Hong Kong passengers to the Mainland China, however, this is not the focus of this 
study.  
 
 
1.3.2 MTR Lines Early Stage Development 
The MTR Lines started with Kwun Tong Line, which construction work commenced in 
1975 and began to operate in three stages between October 1979 and February 1980.  Th 
network developed further with the introduction of Tsuen Wan Line.  Its service started in 
May 1982.  Tsuen Wan Line runs between Central and Tsuen Wan.  It is connected with 
the Kwun Tong Line in Yau Ma Tei, Mongkok and Prince Edward.  Tsuen Wan Line 
targeted at providing railway service to west coast of Kowloon and especially the 
container port areas.  The Tsuen Wan Extension opened in 1982 and the Island Line in 
1986.  
 
The Kwun Tong Line experienced its first extension in 1989 when it was developed to be 
a cross harbour link.  Ten years after the extension, the MTR has developed his new 
Lines – Airport Express and Tung Chung Line in 1998.  It was built to link the New Chek 
Lap Kok Airport and also Tung Chung with the urban areas.  In the following years, there 
                                                 
6 Mass Transit Railway Corporation Website, ww.mtr.com.hk 
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the network further expanded quickly, including Tseung Kwan O Line started operating 
in 2002.   
 
1.3.3 Future Network Expansion 
Kowloon Southern Link 
One of the MTR major development in recent years is the Kowloon Southern Link (KSL).   
The construction has been commenced in November 2005.  It is expected that the project 
is to be completed in 2009.  With the Kowloon Southern Link, East Rail Line and West 
Rail Line will be connected.  The KSL runs through East Tsim Sha Tsui Station and Nam 
Cheong Station.  The KSL aims at connecting the two Rail Lines and bring passengers in 
the Northwest New Territories to Tsim Sha Tsui and vice versa.  With the new Link, the 
travelling time is shortened to 30 minutes from Tin Shui Wai to East Tsim Sha Tsui.  The 
Link includes an intermediate station between the two connecting points – West Kowloon 
Station.  The railway is located in one of the CBD of Hong Kong.  With the construction 
of the KSL, the pedestrian subway along Middle Road will be extended to Kowloon Park 
Drive and joined two other Government subways.  This will further improve the 
underground network between the East Tsim Sha Tsui Station and the Canton Road area. 
 
Tseung Kwan O Extension (Phase 2) 
Tseung Kwan O Extension Phase 2 has been planned together with Phase 1 in 1997.  It 
was planned there is to be a station serving the Tseung Kwan O Area 86.  In 2009, the 
LOHAS Park Station will start its operations and the Tsueng Kwan O Line can cover the 
area to Tseung Kwan O Depot as weel as north to the existing terminus at Po Lam.  
Construction of the station was started in June 2006 already. It will be completed and 
opened to public in 2009.  
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West Island Line and South Island Line 
The West Island Line and South Island Line are still in the planning and design stage. 
Studies on the South Island line are being considering.  According to the updated 
materials of the MTRC, it was proposed to have the South Island Line broken into two 
lines – West and East Lines.   
 
The proposed South Island Line East will run from Admiralty to South Horizons passing 
through Ocean Park, Wong Chuk Hang and Lei Tung; while South Island Line West will 
connect the South Island Line East and the West Island Line at the University Station and 
Wong Chuk Hang Station.  The South Island Line West will serve the community in 
Pokfulam and also Aberdeen.  The West Island Line is part of the extension of the Island 
Line from Sheung Wan to Kennedy Town.  
 
Shatin to Central Link 
Shatin to Central Link is a proposal of rail line extending the East Rail Line to Hong 
Kong Island and the extension of the Ma On Shan Line to West Rail Line via East 
Kowloon. This project may affect the Wanchai and Kai Tak area development.  The 
proposal was submitted to the Government in July 2005.   
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Figure 1.1  Shatin to Central Link (Source: Mass Transit Railway Corporation 
Website, www.mtr.com.hk ) 
 
Kwun Tong Line Extension 
Kwun Tong Line Extension includes three proposed stations: Yau Ma Tei, Ho Man Tin 
and Whampoa.  Ho Man Tin Station is the connection point of the Kwun Tong Line and 
the Shatin to Central Link in the southern Kowloon.  Also, this extension will be able to 
cover the Whampoa area which have been an urban area left without rail service in the 
past.   
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Figure 1.2   Proposed Kwun Tong Line Extension (Source: Mass Transit Railway 
Corporation Website, www.mtr.com.hk) 
 
1.3.4 Major Pedestrian Links 
As the Government intended to use the railway system as the transport backbone in Hong 
Kong, the MTRC has constructed many pedestrian links in recent years.  These pedestrian 
links can be subways, footbridges and cover walkways with the cooperation of the 
Government departments, statutory authorities and private developers.  These links 
improved the accessibility of the MTR stations and many of which are linked to shopping 
centres or shopping areas nearby.  These links can be found in the East Tsim Sha Tsui 
(linked with Sogo), Kowloon Tong (linked with Festival Walk), Admiralty (Linked with 
Pacific Place) and Kwun Tong (linked with APM), etc.  There are more construction 
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works to be continued in the future such as MTR Lai Chi Kok Station Cheung Lai Street 
Pedestrian Subway and Entrance Works. It is a 300m long pedestrian subway in Lai Chi 
Kok linking the residential developments at the south of Lai Chi Kok Road and the Lai 
Chi Kok MTR Station.  
 
1.3.5 Implications of MTR Development 
It can be seen that the MTR has no new development in the period from 1989 to 1998 
until Tung Chung Line and Airport Express came along with the new Airport 
development in Chek Lap Kok.  Since then, it can be seen that the company has actively 
planned and proposed new rail lines.  This makes the rail network more comprehensive 
then before.  Also, after the company privatization and merge with KCRC, the MTRC can 
control its network more easily. 
 
It can be seen from the proposals the new development will disperse the railway system 
to non-CBD areas in the future.  This must have impacts on these areas.  Also, the 
railways system is always expected to be transportation nodes which bring pedestrian 
flow.  It is commonly agreed that development of MTR Lines have positive impact on the 
land values on the surrounding areas and it brings further development in the areas.  In 
past studies, (Williams 1989) it was shown that the introduction of Railway can bring 
popularity to areas.  And once the land is available for development, the uses of land are 
mainly for commercial purpose, that is office and shopping.  With such a large pedestrian 
flow in and out of the MTR station there was a good opportunity to provide a well-
planned retail area.  
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Therefore, in this dissertation, it will look into the influence of MTR development in the 
“New Lines” (i.e. lines developed from 1998 onwards) on the retailing properties in those 
areas.  This will start by case studies in Tung Chung Line and Tseung Kwan O Line and 
predict what changes are expected when the LOHAS Park Station is built and the 
Kowloon Southern Link is developed as well as those proposed new lines like Kwun 
Tong Line Extention, South Island Lines, West Island Lines and Shatin to Central Link.  
 
 
1.4     Organization of Study  
There are totally six chapters in this study.  Chapter ONE explains forces that pushes the 
need of the study and gives the background information, the aim and objectives of the 
study.  
 
Chapter TWO, an in-depth literature review is conducted to identify the nature of retail 
activity, concept of decentralization, retail location theories that influence retail 
development geography.  This serves as the crucial part in understanding the fundamental 
concepts of the retail spatial analysis to be used in the later chapters. 
 
In Chapter THREE, after understand the theoretical framework in retail location, the 
hypothesis of the study is to be introduced and methodologies are developed to test the 
hypothesis.  In this study, the major method in testing the hypothesis is the rent gradient 
analysis.   
 
Based on the understanding of the pure theory in the literature review and the introduction 
of bid rent model, Chapter FOUR applies the rent gradient analysis by plotting bid rent 
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curves from market rent data of different districts in Hong Kong.  Districts chosen are for 
the purpose of studying influence of MTR provision in a district, therefore, most of them 
are long the MTR lines.   
 
After studying the previous changes of retail properties in areas with newly developed 
MTR lines, future trend of retail properties rental changes in the districts under the 
proposed MTR lines (such as west Hong Kong Island) will be anticipated in Chapter 
FIVE. 
 
Summary of the information retrieved in the above chapters, the conclusion and limitation 
of this study was made in Chapter SIX. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Many of the researchers studies in the scope of office decentralization.  There are nearly 
no literature in the area of retailing decentralization.  Related studies of retailing 
decentralization can be grouped as studies on retail activities, which include shopper 
behaviour and consumer behaviour and those studying retail location or retail spatial 
patterns.  In this regard, this study is only interested in the retail location theories and its 
relationship with transportation development.   
 
Among the many models and theories that contributes in varies aspects of explanation in 
retail spatial pattern, there are all coming from three main streams of ideas as identified 
below:  
(a) Central place theory which gives hierarchy of centres and aids in explaining of 
city growths.  
(b) Rent models which are models that derive how the land values (also rent) are 
decided and come up with.  These can be used to explain the choice of location 
and its relationship with land value.    
(c) Spatial interaction models are mostly mathematical models that based on Reilly’s 
Law (1937) that studied the relocation of shoppers in different areas.   
 
In understanding the concept of retailing decentralization, one has to understand what is 
retailing and what is included under the context of decentralization.  As there has no 
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formal definition of retailing decentralization, we may borrow the decentralization 
meaning from office decentralization literature. 
 
 
2.2 Definition of Retailing 
Retail is a word with its meaning coming from Old French retailer in fourteen century, 
means “to cut off, pare, clip, divide”.  This meaning changed with the trade and 
commercial development, so in mid-fifteen century, it was referred as “sale in small 
quantities” and become usual word describing the sale of goods and/or services in street 
shops, shopping centre, etc.7  
 
Keeping suitability in mind, definition of retailing in Hong Kong is taken into reference.  
From the Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines Chapter 6, retailing in Hong 
Kong is defined as “the selling of goods in small quantities direct to consumers, as 
distinct from wholesale trading where goods are sold or bought in bulk to or from 
warehouses, godowns or bulk carriers to businesses.”8  As keeping the definition up-to-
date, the definition provided by the Planning Department also includes new forms of 
shopping such as 'teleshopping' and shopping by mail order, and the direct purchase of 
goods from so called 'retail warehouses' which serve both consumers and businesses. It 
also includes the provision of services direct to customers. 
 
Retailing deals with trading of goods, in this aspect, the HKPSG classified goods into 
four categories as explained below: 
                                                 
7 Online Etymology Dictionary Website. http://www.etymonline.com 
8 HKSAR Planning Department, Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines 
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1. Convenience goods that are consumed for daily needs including foodstuffs, 
newspapers and books, cosmetics, medicines, and drinks;  
2. Comparison goods are goods (usually durable) which customers compare for quality, 
variety and price including shoes, clothing, furnishings, jewellery, personal goods, 
electrical and household goods;  
3. Restaurants, bars and cafes are food and drink consumed away from home;  
4. Retail services are services associated with retail centres, i.e. banks, barbers, dry-
cleaners.   
 
In this dissertation, retailing of the first three categories of goods is studied but not for the 
retail services.  
 
 
2.3 Decentralization 
Varies studies have mentioned the concept of decentralization.  Some of them called 
decentralization as suburbanization which means the dispersal of industries from the 
central business areas (CBD) and some called it urban sprawl, which refers to the 
expansion of urban areas to rural areas.  All of them relate decentralization activities as 
the movement or interaction between the CBD and the non- CBD areas.  However, none 
of the definitions gives a complete definition nor clear scope of decentralization as that 
mentioned by Lai (1997).  When generalizing Lai’s statements on office decentralization, 
there are four dimensions of decentralization: 1. Industry mobility which is the relocation 
of firm establishments from within the CBD to off-CBD locations; 2. Firm branching 
which means branching of CBD establishment into off-CBD locations; 3. Firm sprawling 
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out which refers to the expansion of the CBD; 4. Growth of new firms in off-CBD 
locations.(Lai 1997)   
 
It was mentioned in some literature that suburbanization of retail demand was followed 
very slowly by the suburbanization of retail supply.  In this dissertation, it is mainly 
focused on the retail supply in different areas.  Also, there has been agreed on the ground 
that in foreign countries’ experiences, most of the retail developments are planned and in 
the form of purpose built.  These retail developments are usually located in areas that are 
near to major housing developments.  In Hong Kong, similar phenomenon can be 
observed.  Examples are, shopping centres included in Home Ownership Scheme 
developments, and situation like estate developed by the MTRC are mostly served by a 
middle-sized to large-sized shopping centre built on the MTR stations (e.g. Elements, 
Telford Plaza I and II, etc.).  However, it is also noted that these shopping centres 
together with the residential developments are usually found in off-CBD areas.  From this, 
it can be seen that generally speaking, population in the area affects much of the retail 
development. 
 
 
2.4 Location Theories  
When studying location theories in retailing, there are three main streams of theories and 
models: Central place theory, spatial interaction models and rent models. In the following 
section, review of these retail location theories is provided for readers to understand the 
basis of the study. 
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Why it is worth to study the location of retailing in Hong Kong?  In any economy, the 
role of central places is very significant.  The more developed an economic system is, and 
the more it operates by free enterprise, the more decisive is the factor of distance.  
(Christaller 1966)  The distance that draws the interests of scholars are not the physical 
one that measured in meters or kilometers, but the economic expression of distance which 
shows the economic importance of that distance.  The economic distance is determined by 
the costs of freight, insurance and storage; time and loss of weight or space in transit; and, 
as regards passenger of travel.  It was defined economic distance as “the economic 
distance is equal to the geographical distance converted into freight and other 
economically important transportation advantages or disadvantages, by which we mean to 
say in money value instead of numbers.”(Christaller 1966) 
 
Economic distance brings about the topic on range of goods.  This will be further 
explained in the section of central place theory.   
 
2.4.1 Central Place theory 
Central Place Theory (CPT) is the most widely accepted location theories among 
researches.  Its aim is to explain the spatial arrangement of shopping facilities in urban 
areas.  It can help in giving explanation on city growth as well.  The central place theory 
was found by a German Geographer Walter Christaller in 1933.(Newman 1998)  
Christaller noticed that towns of a certain size were roughly equidistant in Germany.  By 
examining and defining the functions of the settlement structure and the size of the 
hinterland he found it possible to model the pattern of settlement locations using 
geometric shapes.  Originally Christaller used it to explain the formation and the order of 
cities and determination of their growth.  The theory shows how central places are formed 
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and how they serve the population.  This concept has been adopted by many town 
planners in planning retail facilities location of a city.    
 
Assumptions 
In the central place theory, assumptions were made to facilitate the formation of theory.  
It was assumed that all the retail activities occur on a flat and featureless plain.  
Population and resources are distributed evenly on it.  Consumers’ purchasing powers are 
more or less the same and they will patronize the nearest market.  The unit transportation 
costs are equal in all direction and therefore, they are proportional to distance of travel.  
All retailers on the plain are under perfect competition and they are making normal profits. 
 
Main Concepts 
In the theory, goods can be classified into two main categories comparatively.  For goods 
which are necessary in daily life and are bought frequently (e.g. food, clothes, etc.), like 
convenience goods in Hong Kong, are called low order goods. Durable goods, which are 
more or less the same as comparison goods in Hong Kong, are high order goods (e.g. 
jewellery, electrical appliances, etc).  Shopping centres selling low order goods are 
viewed as low order centres while those selling high order goods/ services are defined as 
high order centres.   
 
In the review of the central place theory, it summaries that the theory postulates that for 
any given commodity there is a level of demand below which it will not be offered for 
sale.(Economic Development Committee for the Distributive Trades. Models Working 
Party. and Economic Development Committee for the Distributive Trades. Shopping 
Capacity Sub-Committee. 1970)  This is the “demand threshold” concept underlying in 
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the theory.  Demand threshold is the minimum level of demand that a business should 
have in order for it to be worthwhile to continue, or else, it will close down.  Retailers 
with high demand thresholds will be located in relatively few centres with large trade 
areas while those with low demand thresholds will be located in many more centres 
having small trade areas.   
 
This brings to another important concept in the theory – market range.  Market range is 
the maximum distance that consumers are willing to travel for the goods.  Market areas 
(or trade areas) can be defined when joining the two concepts together.  The economic 
distance plays an important role in determining the market range.  If the economic 
distance between the population and the central areas (shopping destinations) are too 
great, people will not travel their as that is too expensive for them to do so.  Those 
affected population will either totally stop purchasing the goods or purchase them from a 
nearer shopping destination.  So they can obtain such goods at a lower cost.   
 
It was further developed in other literature that population density and distribution, their 
income levels, demography of the population, distance with other shopping centres will 
also affect the market range of a shopping centre.  Every good has its own distinct market 
range and they will also be affected by the factors mentioned above.   
 
For high order goods, they requires higher demand threshold and therefore, their market 
areas shall be larger in order to capture enough population to support their business.  At 
the same time, consumers are willing to travel a longer distance for these goods, therefore, 
the market range for high order goods are larger.  In other words, the market ranges for 
low order goods are smaller and the demand thresholds for these goods are lower.  
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Different types of retailing have different demand thresholds and so the market range they 
required are different.  From this, it was derived that centers selling high order goods are 
usually central place and they are scattered on the plain and located far from one another 
while those selling low order goods, the centres are much closer and the number of such 
centres are higher.  By further development on this, a hierarchy of retail centres can be 
formed under the theory.  
 
The central place theory does not only form the theoretical base for retail location studies, 
but it is also affecting the real world retail locations.  With the central place theory, a 
hierarchy within a town was drawn and brought about the consideration of the need for 
intermediate levels settlements.  Planners used central place theory as fundamental 
assumption about how retail activities should be located and provided.  So even central 
place theory incorporates some ideal assumptions which are not reflecting the reality, it is 
still useful in real world planning of retail locations.   
 
It was summarized for the central place theory that : “The landscapes associate with 
central place theory are typically described by maps of interlocking and overlapping 
hexagons, the geometry being the result of the economic processes implied by the model.”  
(O'Brien and Harris 1991) 
 
The hexagonal landscapes are the spatial arrangement of retail stores for the optimal 
distribution of a single good to a dispersed population that found by Christaller and also 
August Losch in their studies on central place theory.  
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It was first assumed by Christaller that the trade areas to be hexagonal in shape.  He 
proposed every higher-order centre is surrounded by a ring of six centres of next lowest 
order located at the six points of its hexagon.  Thus, for every centre of highest order, 
there are, on average, the equivalent of three trade areas of next lowest size (its own, plus 
one-third of each of the six surrounding), and two places of next lower-order size (each of 
the ring of six surrounding centres lay on the hexagon of three centres of higher order).  
The resulting spatial arrangements have been shown in Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2 and Figure 
2.3.  Under the hierarchy, the number of trade areas is increasing progressively when it 
comes the lower levels of trade areas.  Christaller proposed the increasing pattern should 
follows a rule of threes which the system is named as a K = 3 network or the K = 4 and K 
=7 network.  The latter two networks were proposed based on the transport principle and 
administrative principle respectively.  K values of these networks are fixed in each case.   
 
Figure 2.1  Hierarchy of K = 3 in Christaller’s marketing principle  
(Source: Wikipedia     www.wikipedia.com ) 
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Figure 2.2  Hierarchy of K = 4 in Christaller’s marketing principle 
(Source: Wikipedia     www.wikipedia.com ) 
 
Figure 2.3  Hierarchy of K = 7 in Christaller’s marketing principle 
(Source: Wikipedia     www.wikipedia.com ) 
 
The above spatial arrangement proposed by Christaller was lack of flexibility when 
compared to Losch’s approach.(Lösch 1967)  The feature in common between the 
proposed models is that the trade areas are hexagons.  It can be seen that Christaller built 
his hierarchy starting from the central place and developed to the nearby subcentres while 
Losch started his hierarchy from the smaller settlements.  Christaller required that all 
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lower-level centre locations take into account locations of larger centres; Losch derived a 
variety of optima and tried to assemble them into an overall pattern.   
 
In contrast to Christaller’s approach, Losch has formed his model by choosing specific 
points and let the hexagons of different size to be put on them and rotate about them.  By 
doing so, the case that shows minimum coincidence or agglomeration of activities in the 
centres can be found out.  Losch stated that under the arrangement “all nets have a centre 
in common…the greatest number of locations coincide…the sum of the minimum 
distances between industrial location is least, and in consequence not only shipments but 
transport lines are reduced to a minimum”.(Lösch 1967) 
 
What made Losch’s work different from Christaller’s is that in his proposed hierarchy, 
the centres of the same level do necessarily perform the same function and the central 
place may not have the functions that the subcentres have.  Christaller’s formulation 
appears more relevant for understanding the geography of retail and service business, 
where as that of Losch provides a framework for analyzing the spatial distribution of 
market-orientated manufacturing. 
 
However, the theory was commented by a scholar that it is “more elegant than practical”. 
Dawson (1979, p.190) notes: 
“Whilst the theory serves to describe and, in part, explain 
locational patterns developed prior to the 1960s it can no longer 
be used as a basis either for the explanation of present patterns 
or the planning of future patterns. Central place theory, because 
of these measurement difficulties, disintegrates and merely 
states that some places are more important than others.” 
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Application to Hong Kong Case 
The central place theory laid down the classification of shopping destinations by their 
market range and demand threshold, which is affected by their range of facilities.  The 
settlements can mainly be classified into two groups: central place and subcentres.  The 
central place have much higher variety in goods while the subcentres, theoretically serves 
the local community with their daily needs.  It was noted in the Urban model of shopping 
studies that the city centres (central place) are usually located at the transportation nodes 
and with the highest accessibility.   
 
Being such a small city physically, the whole territory in Hong Kong are well served by 
varies kinds of transportation.  As mentioned in Chapter One, the car ownership rate is 
very low in Hong Kong.  So whether a place is a transportation node or not depends on 
how much public transport services does it attracted.  Usually, the concentration points of 
bus shop and minibus stops are near the MTR stations or ferry piers.  These are 
connection points between one public transportation mode to another.  However, there are 
not many ferry piers in Hong Kong while MTR stations can be found everywhere in 
different districts.  Therefore, these MTR stations can easily become the central place of 
retailing in Hong Kong.   
 
The central place theory helps to understand that there are subcentres in off-CBD areas to 
serve the local needs.  This supports that there must be retailing in different districts and 
they are concentrating at some point of that area.  While combining this idea with the 
previous one that transportation nodes are usually desired location as the central place, it 
give rise to the retailing developments long the MTR developments which this 
dissertation aims to investigate.   
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2.4.2 Rent Models 
To understand the rent models, it is fundamental to know what rent is.  The concern of the 
economists with rent dates at least to the Physiocrats of the 18th century.  Rent that they 
were referring to was that applied to the agricultural land because of their living culture 
and the historical development at that stage.  And later von Thunen has proposed a more 
general meaning of rent, which is the rent at any location is equal to the value of its 
product minus production costs and transportation costs. (Alonso 1964) 
 
In the early 19th century, David Ricardo presented a treatment of agricultural rent and 
later this is widely used among researches.9   In his idea, the rent was decided according to 
the advantages of that land over other less productive land.  The farmers are assumed to 
be under competition for the land and therefore, the landlords are well benefit in the form 
of rent under this situation.    
 
Ricardo links the location of the market with the costs incurred in production.  He noted 
that when the producers (or applied to this study, retailers) are located more near to its 
market, the transportation costs are lower than those located further from the market.  
However, the savings from the location will also go into landlords pocket as rent because 
of the competition for the location between farmers.   
 
However, must of the early studies concerning rent deals with agricultural land rather 
than urban land.  But among the scholars, Alfred Marshall had proposed his thoughs on 
urban land values about business land used (profit-marking) like retail stores and 
manufacturing plants.  Marshall has confirmed the importance of location within the city, 
                                                 
9 David Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, 1817. Though this is the most 
important early treatment, Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations, 1776, already recognized that rent varied 
with the fertility and situation of land. 
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and defines “situation value” as the sum of money values of the situation advantages of a 
site. (Alonso 1964) 
 
 “Site value” was defined as the price which is the sum of situation value and agricultural 
rent of a site without any building upon it were sold in a free market.  It was anticipated 
that the most profitable use will obtain the site among all bids from other uses.  Marshall 
also thought size of land and the building height have to be taken into consideration by 
stating that “if land is cheap he [the entrepreneur] will take much of it; if it is dear he will 
take less and build high.”10  Marshall believed that without the location situation of land 
is important and varies users are going to bid for the land with the highest bidder 
obtaining it.  
 
Therefore it can see the there is a direct relationship between location and land rent in this 
sense and rent more or less is showing the willingness of the users in obtaining land.  Bid 
rent theory found by von Thunen, which was originally applied to agricultural land will 
further be explained in the following section to form the basis for the analysis used in this 
study. 
 
Rent in the CBD 
Solow (1973) in studying equilibrium models of urban location, it was assumed there is 
only one commodity in the market and it must be transported to the central place on the 
plain order to be sold.(Association of University Teachers of Economics., Parkin et al. 
                                                 
10 Alfred Marshall, Principles of Eoncomics (London: Macmillan, 7th ed., 1916 [1st ed., 1890]. In particular, 
book V, chap. XI, “Marginal Costs in Relation to Urban Values,” and appendix G. The quotations are taken 
from pp. 445, 448, 450. 
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1973)  It was assumed that is constant returns to scale in the production of such 
commodity11 and it only needs labour and land as input in the process.12   
 
In his study, he went through the dependence of annual rental of a unit of land on its 
distance from the central point of the city with the following equation and the equation 
yields r(x) as a decreasing function of x for given w and p. 
 
C [x, r(x)] = p – t(x)    (1) 
 
Where  C [w, r(x)] is the cost function.  
 x is the distance from the central point of the city 
 r is the annual rental of a unit of land 
 p is the ‘national’ price of the commodity in the central market 
 t(x) is the unit transportation costs.13 
 
From Solow’s study, it is shown that unit rent falls with increasing distance from the 
centre solely because of the transportation-cost advantage conferred by locations nearer 
the central market point.  
 
                                                 
11 The assumption of constant returns to scale is particularly inappropriate here.  The existence of some 
economies of scale is one of the reasons cities come into existence; otherwise most production could be 
dispersed, with no loss of efficiency and some saving of transport costs.  I would gain very little from the 
extra trouble of allowing U-shaped cost curves, however, because I am not concerned with the number of 
cities, or with the number of concentrations of production within the single city.  There is an excellent topic 
for research here, and David Starrett has already written a very interesting unpublished paper “On the 
optimal degree of increasing returns”. 
12 as I shall point out later, it would be perfectly feasible to allow for a third input – call it “producer goods”, 
say – imported into the city at a given “national” price and used in producing the export good, local services, 
and housing.  This would add something to the model, particularly the ability to describe the varying ratio 
of buildings to land at different locations.  I omit this generalization only to avoid detail. 
13 Transportation is thus also carried on at constant returns to scale, and the symmetry of the situation 
permits us to regard transportation cost as depending only on distance and not on direction. 
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Bid Rent Theory 
Bid rent function was found by von Thunen (1826) as mentioned for studies on 
agricultural land.  It was further used by Alonso (1964) on the urban land in the 20th 
century.  The bid rent function is similar to the utility function in economics.  And this 
was used by Solow his urban land use model.  The scholars used bid rent curves to study 
the equilibrium location of household in a city in the past.   
 
 
Bid Rent Curves 
The bid rent curves are similar to the indifference curves in economics.  On any such 
curves, people will be equally satisfied with the location at the price set by the curve.  On 
these curves, it shows that people are willing to pay less and less when the distance 
between the location and the city centre increases.  This is decreased at a rate according to 
the income effect which can off set the increased transportation costs that were brought 
about when the travel distance is increased.  It was said to be that case that bid rent 
functions map an indifference path between the price of land and distance from the city 
centre.  Bid rent functions come from individual choices which are mostly based on the 
budget and taste considerations.  People will tend to obtain the lowest bid rent curves as 
that brings them the highest profits.  Usual bid rent curves are shown in the figure.  
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 Figure 2.4 Bid rent curves 
  
Slope of curves which is closer to the central business district has sleeper slope.  
Therefore, they can paid the higher rent than other users with gentler slopes and obtain 
land in the city centre areas.  However, they will not be capturing land that are further 
away from the city centre as they are not prepared to pay as high bid as other users in 
those areas (which is nearer to the right part of the graph).  
 
Von Thunen 
J. H. von Thunen had extended the previous studies in theory of location differential rent 
more comprehensively. 14   The idea still continues with the market with bidders of 
different uses and the highest bidder capturing the land.  And the rent is the advantage 
that gain from the location by the user but captured by the landlord in the end.  The closer 
the savings from transportation because of location, the more rent ones have to pay the 
landlord.  So Thunen said there should be no rent for the farthest site as there cannot be 
any savings from transportation.  His main proposal was that rent at any location is the 
                                                 
14 Johann H. von Thunen, Der isolierte Staat in Beziehung auf Landwirtschaft und Nationalekonomie (1st 
vol., Hambur, 1826; 3rd vol., and new ed., Hamburg, 1863 
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different of it revenue from the produces and the sum of production and transportation 
costs.   
 
Von Thunen (1826) has integrated two elements in its study – bid price and the predicted 
future income.(Guy 1994)  The future income from a piece of land depends on the uses of 
such land.  Those uses which can generate the largest sum of income from that piece of 
land will be the highest bidder for it and become the owner of that piece of land.  From 
this it is derived that the land use and land value has a definite relationship.  It was also 
proposed that location as a factor in the land value.  It is because some may have more 
expensive transportation costs involved in the business, in von Thunen’s case, some 
farmers’ product is more expensive to travel, then these farmers will try to obtain the land 
close to the market.   
 
William Alonso 
Alonso (1965) has applied von Thunen in the urban land studies.  He showed that when 
the supply and supply of goods were concentrated in the centre, then concentric ring 
pattern of land uses, and a peak of land prices or rents at the centre would result in similar 
arguments as that proposed by von Thunen.  He also explained the effects of distance 
from the centre to both costs and revenues.  This helped in predicted the location that one 
can gain most profits.   
 
In Alonso’s theory, he has the mathematical formulation of the accessibility, land value 
and land uses.  He started his study with similar assumption as that used in central place 
theory.  It was assumed the city was built on a featureless plain and it is ready for 
consumption without further improvements or work to be done.  There are no restrictions 
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on the transaction or leasing of the land.  And the parties are of full knowledge about the 
market which is the perfect information flow obtained.(Alonso 1964)  
 
It was found that retail and office (both are commercial in nature) will occupy the centre 
part because they required high accessibility in conducting their businesses.  This is 
consistent with what all the previous literature proposed that are mentioned in this 
dissertation.  The two uses are usually located in the centre as they an only gain profits in 
most of the cases when they are located in the centre but not off-central part of the city.  
The rents are high for these uses in the city centre because many other users may also 
want to be located there because of the savings in transportation costs.  So the retailers or 
the businessmen have to out bid all these users to obtain land in the centre.  Thus the rent 
or value of land in the city centre is higher.  When it comes ot the case in some rural areas 
or parts that are located further away from the centre, the number of competitors for these 
locations are less and so the bid will not be pushed high.   
 
Any study in the market should begin with the study in individual behaviour.  When 
studying individuals behaviour for the bid rent analysis, it was started by looking in the 
equilibrium solution for individual seeking of location.  It was noted in Alonso’s work  
that individual’s income function was described as (Alonso 1964) 
This was represented algebraically as : 
 
Y = pz + p(t)q + k(t) 
 
Y is income. 
P is price of the composite good. 
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Z is quantity of the composite good. 
P(t) is price of land at distance t from the centre of the city. 
Q is quantity of land. 
K(t) is commuting costs from the city centre to distance t. 
 
The individual bid rent curves were built upon this function to investigate that the price 
which an individual are willing to pay for the location at different distance from the city 
centre and obtaining a constant level of satisfaction.  For individual, the satisfaction level 
is represented by their utility levels while that in the case of an urban firm, or of this 
study’s concern, the retailer, the satisfaction level will be reflected by the profit level.   
 
The bid price function was denoted by pf(t)[Go], where Go is a reference level of profit 
that a firm wanted to obtain.  And the function has five conditions to fulfil:  (Economic 
Development Committee for the Distributive Trades. Models Working Party. and 
Economic Development Committee for the Distributive Trades. Shopping Capacity Sub-
Committee. 1970) 
(a) the volume of business should equal the sum of profits, operating costs and land 
costs. 
(b) The volume of business could be expressed as a function of the distance from the 
city centre and the quantity of land occupied. 
(c) The operating costs could be expressed as a function of the volume of business, 
distance from the city centre, and the quantity of land. 
(d) Land costs should equal the product of the price and quantity of land occupied. 
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(e) If the size of the site were to be increased by a small quantity dq, the small 
increase in the volume of business should equal the extra land dq.  That is, there 
would be no advantage to the firm in changing the quantity of land occupied. 
 
Firm’s Bid Rent Curves 
It is proposed by Alonso that bid rent curves can shows the attractiveness of locations. 
The individual bid rent curves will be the bases of the market rental structure studies.  It is 
because in economic theories, markets are formed but enormous numbers of individuals. 
There exists a definite relationship between the gradient of bid-rent curves and the 
locations of urban firm, this is referred as rent to location relationships.  
 
In the model proposed by Alonso, all firms will be making normal profit and no one is at 
advantage as a result of the store location.   It is known that in equilibrium, all firms are 
making the same profit at all locations and in the long run, the economic profit is zero as 
a result of competition with free exit and entry.(Alonso 1964) 
 
The bid-rent is the reflection of the interaction between revenue from production and 
expenditure for supporting a business. As the taste and budget dominated the decision that 
one where to locate and thus their bid rent curves shapes.  A retailer, who is more 
reluctant to travel for a long trip, will be willing to pay a higher rent for a location near or 
inside the city centre.  By this location, he may be able to save the transportation costs 
and also the consumers’ transportation costs to his store.   The degree that retailers are 
reluctant to give up a closer location with his customers is an interpretation of marginal 
change in rent with respect to distance.   
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This marginal change in rent can be shown directly from the rent gradient.  When the 
gradient is negative in the bid rent curves, the marginal change in rent is having a 
depressing effect onto the rent along the same direction.  However, if one prefers a longer 
distance with the city centre, then the gradient will be positive.  In the case of retailers, 
most of them are reluctant to be located far from their customers as this is very likely to 
decrease the retail sales.  As a result retailer usually has a negatively sloped bid rent curve 
with respect to the city centre.   
 
Based on this line of thinking, firms sharing the same points of contacts will compete for 
location near these points and as a result, firm that are located nearer to these points will 
be those that can afford a higher rent than the others located farther away from them and, 
if existing, must bear a steeper rent gradient because of the comparatively higher marginal 
cost of saving that can be gained by them. 
 
It is pointed out that there must be at least one point that there exists mix of occupants of 
different users.  These users are willing to pay the same rent as those for commercial uses.  
Otherwise the whole city centre will be dominated by the commercial uses alone.  These 
locations are to be the buffer zone between from one type of user to another.  There 
should be enough supply of land in the centre as commercial users will at some point find 
it not profitable to rent too many land in the central districts.  When they are moved 
outward, they will reduce the equilibrium rent and the lower rent group will increase 
theirs.  Therefore the buffer zone exists.  This can lead further to the spatial segregation.   
 
In the market, both theoretically and in Hong Kong, land is occupied by three types of 
users: industrial, residential and commercial (including office and retail).  Their sets of 
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bid rent curves differ from one another.  Alonso had developed a set of equations to find 
out the equilibrium conditions reflecting the demand and supply parameters of a city and 
the interaction of each use taking into consideration also other land uses.  The analysis 
done by Alonso was through the usage of bid rent curves of different users and firms.  It 
was proposed that all bid rent curves of firms are to be put on the same ground in order to 
find out the highest bidders for different locations.  Through this, the spatial structure of a 
city can be understood.  It was expected in the model that same type of uses will 
agglomerate together because of the similar bid rent curves pattern.  It was found that 
there is clear delineation between the three users.   
 
In Hong Kong, similar patterns as described in the rent models by different scholars are 
seen.  It is shown that in city centres like Central, Causeway Bay, Tsim Sha Tsui and 
Mongkok, there are more commercial users than other users.  Also, it is observed that the 
commercial activities concentrate near to the transportation nodes and slowly dispersed to 
other uses like residential uses to a larger range.  The rent for residential uses and 
industrial uses are known to be generally lower than that for commercial uses.  In addition, 
the rent for retail uses in the central business districts always out bid that for office uses.  
Still, there is a mix in users seen in the area as mentioned in the theory.  However, the 
rent of retail users varies a lot and the range of rents in different locations are large.  
Therefore, when the bid rent curves of retail users are shown, it can be found out if people 
are willing to pay more for the off CBD areas and if retail users have out bid other users 
in locations farther away from the CBDs. 
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However, concerning the application of the agricultural location theory into the urban 
land cases, scholars have different views on the matter.  W. Isard15 has mentioned that 
obvious interconnections between the two theories can be found.  Both of them have the 
rent functions guiding the allocation of land in the market and relations to transportation 
facilities and systems are critical in the definition of effective economic distance.  This 
shows supportive opinion on the application and extension of theory onto the urban land 
cases.  Though Chamberline16 was not fully supportive towards the approach, he pointed 
out that “the rent of urban land is explained wholly, that of agricultural land partly, by the 
factor of location.”  This shows the strong bonding between the importance of location 
and land rent in urban areas.  Chamberlin’s conclusion is that the rent paid by retailing 
activities is monopoly rent, in contrast to that arising in the perfect competition of the 
agricultural market. This is a thought-provoking distinction, but not fatal to the extension 
of rent theory from agricultural to urban land uses. 
 
When compared with the agricultural rent pattern studies, the bid rent curves and that in 
the agricultural studies do shows that people feel all the way the same along the location 
in the function.  Both approaches can be applied or find the highest bidder of the location, 
whether they are firms or farmers.   
 
There are there differences between the two functions. First difference for farmers the bid 
rent function represents a market price of the goods rather than the profit they are making.  
It is because the profit for farmers in the agricultural bid rent function is assumed to be 
constant at “normal profits”.   However, the bid price curves for urban firms are showing 
different level of profit they are making with the assumption of constant price.  
                                                 
15 Isard, Location and Space Economy, p.205 
16 E. Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition (6th ed. ; Cambridge, Mass. :Harvard University 
Press, 1950), p. 266 
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Secondly, for agricultural rent studies, individual farmers do not have preference in 
higher or lower curves as they only make normal profits in every location.  In this case, 
the levels of the curves depend on the demand and supply of the product.  But for the 
urban firms’ bid rent curves, the levels of curves are determined by comparing the 
preferences of the firms. 
 
Thirdly, there does not exist a highest agricultural bid rent curve.  There is no upper limit 
in the price of goods and the level of satisfaction.  For urban firm, the highest bid price 
curve will be situation which they make zero profits.  Though theoretically there can be 
even higher bid price curves for urban firms, in those cases, the firm will experience loss 
in their businesses and therefore it is not possible for them to choose such location.   
 
Isard had cited the following factors that affects rent of an urban site most: (1) effective 
distance from the core; (2) accessibility of the site to potential customers; (3) number of 
competitors, their locations and the intensity with which they compete for sales; and (4) 
proximity of land devoted to an individual use or set of uses which are complementary in 
terms of both attracting potential customers and cutting cots, whether they be production, 
service, advertising, or other.” 17 
 
Alonso had followed Isard to employ classical substitution analysis to find the 
equilibrium location of the urban firm.  The analysis is applied to all types of firm 
generally including office, industrial, retail and wholesale.   
 
                                                 
17 Isard, Location and Space-Economy, p. 200 
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When one has to choose a location for is occupation of business, as proposed by Alonso, 
he will be facing with a given structure of land prices (or land rent) according to distance, 
which is shown by the function P(t).  There are two elements one has to decide when he 
has to occupy a place, one is the location and one is the size of land.  As rationale human 
being, businessmen will make the decision that brings him the highest amount of profits.  
Profit is the amount remained after operating costs and land costs have been deducted 
from the volume of business.  The relation of these elements were expressed in the 
equation:(Alonso 1964) 
 
G = V – C – R 
 
Where  G = Profits, in dollars; 
 V = Volume of business, in dollars; 
 C = operating costs, in dollars; 
 R = Land costs, in dollars. 
 
Location will affect al the three factors.  It is because volume of business depends 
on the location of the firm (t) and size of the site (q) for the interaction with its customers; 
operational costs also depend on the location as well, this can be illustrated by the need in 
transportation of goods and together with the size of site as it incurs maintenance costs.  
And at the same time, the operating costs will also affected by the volume of sales.  At the 
same time, location determines the land rent and affects the site rent as unit rent.   
 
One will make the decision that brings greatest profit to his business by balancing the 
choice of location and size of site.   
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In his study, Alonso has two sides of concern as the location of site and also the size of 
site.  However, what is interested in this study is the location of site.   
 
To study the effect of location to the site, size of site is fixed at q = qo.  The distance t 
from the city centre will vary to see the effects of sales.  It was found that the sales, which 
represents the level of revenue, would decrease as the distance increase.  Therefore, 
Alonso believed that marginal revenue is negative.  While the marginal cost contains two 
elements, operating costs and rent.  As explained, both elements are affected by the 
location of site.  Operating costs will increase with the distance from city centre while 
rent will decrease with the distance.  However, if there is any decrease in the operating 
costs, it will be due to the savings in transportation costs.  In the end of the study, it is 
found that the marginal costs curve has a negative slope.   
 
Maximum profits, and equilibrium, will be achieved at that location (te) as long as 
marginal revenue intersects marginal costs from above. At the earlier intersection, te’, 
marginal revenue intersects marginal costs from below, and consequently further 
increases in distance would be profitable. In the situation depicted in the diagram, 
marginal costs are savings and marginal revenue is gross income loss with movement 
away from the center of the city. 
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Figure 2.5  Marginal costs and revenue of the firm according to location, holding the 
size of the site constant (Source: Alonso 1964) 
 
In Alonso’s study, he attempted to drive a bid price function for an urban firm.  Along the 
bid price curve, the firm will be indifferent to all the locations.  All the locations on the 
bid price curves will bring the firm the same amount of profit.  The prices referred in the 
bid price curves are not the real prices.  However, the bid price function is the price (rent) 
of land according to the distance.  As there is difference in the price (rent) of land, so it is 
possible that firm can make the same profit in any districts, therefore it is the same for 
them to be located in all these locations.  It was stated that the bid price function describes 
price that the firm would be willing to pay in order to make a certain amount of profits.   
 
Therefore, it is long been considered that bid rent curves are the same or similar to the 
indifference curves.  Both of them have the features that the curves are single-valued and 
they do not cross each other and they are all downward sloping to the right.   
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Figure 2.6 Diagrammatic mapping of bid price curves (Source: Alonso 1964) 
 
In his study, Alonso found that urban firms will choose the location when studied 
graphically, that the price structure touches the lowest bid price curves that it is able to 
touch.  It should be reminded that the highest bid price curve bring zero profit to the firm, 
so choosing the lowest bid price curve implies firms are trying to maximize their profits.  
 
For location where the price structure of the market is steeper than the bid price curves, 
savings in the land costs is more than the loss of revenue and the increase operating costs 
of outward movement, and the firm would increase its profits by moving farther out.  
When it is at some point where the bid rent curve is steeper than the market price 
structure, then saving on land cannot cover the loss in sales and also the operating costs.  
So the firm will move until it reaches the equilibrium where the lowest bid price curve is 
touched by the price structure.   
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2.4.3 Spatial interaction models 
Spatial interaction models are aimed to explain the behaviour of population.  Reilly’s Law 
(1937) is the foundation of all these models, many models were developed upon Reilly’s 
Law with little changes in the models.  Reilly’s Law deals with the frequency of trading 
of residents living in between two towns with them.  Reilly’s Law is basically a simple 
frequency model.  The results shows that the frequency is directly proportional to the 
population of the two towns and inversely proportional to the square of the distances form 
the two towns to the intermediate settlement.  
 
There are researches that modified Reilly’s Law and derived the ‘breaking point’ concept 
from its work.  The “breaking point” is the point which one town dominates and beyond 
which the other town is dominant.  The Reilly’s Law was commended to be a special case 
of gravity model.   
 
The concept of “breaking point” does affect the transportation system planning and also 
the shoppers’ decisions.  However, the law is regarded as confusing when applied to a 
particular shopping centre and the geographical distribution.  It is because it does not 
combine with the trade idea with there is overlapping of markets to be studied.  It may 
arise some situation that as there is overlapping of areas, the trade volume is much higher 
in proportion to the size of its trade area.  And this problem is especially serious in 
specialized shopping centres.  (Economic Development Committee for the Distributive 
Trades. Models Working Party. and Economic Development Committee for the 
Distributive Trades. Shopping Capacity Sub-Committee. 1970) 
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There have been many modifications done to the Reilly’s Law.  Some changed the 
variable to study the “attractiveness” and “distance” factors to help in applying to law the 
spatial competition under a condition where there is more than two towns.  And some 
changes the mathematical treatment in the detail.  All the modifications on the Reilly’s 
Law were aimed to generalize it and making it applicable to individual situation.  Main 
modification models are listed in Table     .  
 
Attractiveness Deterrence Function Example 
Population (distance)-2 Reilly 
Sales (journey time)-2 Haydock Study 
Sales (distance)-b Lewisham model 
Floorspace (journey time)-b Huff model 
(Floorspace)a (distance)-b Teeside shopping model 
(Sales)a Exponential –K(distances) Black model 
(Combination of indices)a (journey time)-b Haydock shopping model 
Table 2.1 Summary of main spatial interaction models based on Reilly’s law (Source: 
Economic Development Committee for the Distributive Trades. Models Working Party. 
and Economic Development Committee for the Distributive Trades. Shopping Capacity 
Sub-Committee. 1970)  
 
2.5 Conclusion 
It is formed based on the literature that retail decentralization in this study refers to the 
trade of small quantities of goods are moving towards the off-CBD areas, either they 
move form the CBD areas to the off-CBD areas or there are more retail activities seen in 
the off-CBD areas.   
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The retail location theories are also used to understand the existing retail hierarchy.  It is 
understood from the central place theory that each type of retailing has it own market 
range and demand threshold.  These two elements determine its order and affect its 
location.  When combining all the retailing activities with different orders and locate them 
on a plain, a hierarchy can be found and the retailing activities pattern in a city could be 
known.  The study of rent by scholars aids the understanding on the rent gradient analysis 
in this study.  It is known that all locations on the same bid rent curves (bid price curves) 
are the same to firms.  It is because all of them are representing the same profit level.  Bid 
rent curves are similar to the indifference curves for individuals.   
 
However, the spatial interaction models are not of as much importance in this study.  It is 
because most of them are too specific and cannot be applied to our case.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY AND HYPOTHESES 
 
3.1 The Hypothesis 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there is one hypothesis to be tested in this dissertation.  It is 
derived from the theory in the last few chapters.  The hypothesis to be tested is that 
“Retail decentralization has taken place in Hong Kong.”   
 
It is uncommon to study retail decentralization.  This may be due to the nature of retail 
activities.  As provided by the central place theory, there can be shopping centres in the 
central place while at the same time local shopping centres found in smaller district.  So it 
may be doubted if there really exist such thing called “retail decentralization”.  In fact, 
since the 1980’s there have been constantly a few researches working on retail 
decentralization.  These can concentrated in foreign countries like the United States and 
also the United Kingdom.  The researches had their study area as wide as a country.  It is 
another way round in Hong Kong.  Hong Kong is only a tiny city located on the coastal 
areas in China.  Undoubtedly geographical area of Hong Kong is rather small, 
nevertheless it is believed that the study on the same topic can be done with a smaller 
scale.   
 
 
3.2 Similar Studies’ Methodology 
Even though not much similar studies have been carried out, there is another “stream” of 
decentralization researches – office decentralization.  Office and retail stores are both 
regarded as commercial properties in Hong Kong.  There are several similar 
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characteristics found between the two.  Firstly, it was assumed all the occupiers or users 
of those properties are businessmen.  Being rationale businessmen, they are willing to 
maximize their profit.   Secondly, they use the property in providing a place for their 
businesses rather than living in it.  Therefore, rent or price of such properties will incur 
costs in their business and affects their profit margin.  Thirdly, it was pointed out that for 
in running business in an office, one of the important issues is the contact with other 
offices and clients.  This is also a crucial factor when considering retail location.  
Pedestrian flow is one of the deductive factors in the success of retailing business. 
 
Once it is proven that the two kinds of properties are similar in nature and requirement, it 
may be appropriate to adopt similar approaches in evaluating the level of decentralization 
in them.  The four time series methods are namely: rent gradient analysis, establishment 
shares analysis, employment shares analysis and relocation history analysis.(Lai 1997)  In 
this study, due to the huge data collection difficulties, only the rent gradient analysis is 
applied.  Yet, in the following part, each of the methods is to be briefly introduced and 
explained why they cannot be applied to this study. 
 
3.2.1 Rent Gradient Analysis 
One have to bear in mind that, rent does not give a direct measures on the office location 
but shows the comparative attractiveness of them.  The rent gradient analysis is built 
based on the concept of “bid rent functions” and the use of “bid rent curves”.  Set of 
locations under investigation are plotted on the same graph.  It shows how the rent 
changes when the location are further away from the CBD.  The curves plotted in this 
analysis are the bid rent curves.  Usually CBD forms the peak of the curve of the study 
area.   
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By studying the changes of the curves gradients, which can be either shown graphically 
or mathematically by a number of ratios by taking reference points, the change in 
attractiveness of the compared location can be deduced.   
 
The hypothesis that there is decentralization of retail activities in Hong Kong will be 
refuted after applying the analysis under the following situations: 
(1) If no changes in the slopes of the retail properties bid rent curves are found.  It is 
because when no change is identified, that means the retail spatial pattern 
remains the same in the period that this study concerns 
(2) If the slopes shows an increasing trend in steepness.  An increasing trend in 
steepness means the CBD areas are becoming more attractive to retailers as ideal 
location of their stores.  This implies the retailers did not have incentive to move 
away from the CBD areas. 
(3) If there are no consistent changes in the slopes of the bid rent curves.  This 
shows the attractiveness and choices of location by retailers are rather random.  
This does not help in showing more retailing activities have been taken place in 
off-CBD areas when compared with the past.   
 
Rent has been said to reflect the willingness the retailers are willing to pay, if there is any 
consistent changes observed from the bid rent curves, it demonstrates there have been 
retailers willing to pay higher rent in the off-CBD areas or they were reluctant in paying 
high rent in the CBD areas.   
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3.2.2 Establishment and Employment Shares Analysis 
In office decentralization studies, the most convenient way of measurement in literatures 
are the number of firms or establishments and sometimes also shown by the employment 
statistics in different type of firms.  Researches using employment statistics as one of the 
indicators were done by the New York study of Armstrong (Armstrong, 1972) and 
Sydney study of Alexander (Alexander, 1978), these conducted the analysis by 
comparing the employment status in CBD and off-CBD areas.  Based on these literatures, 
the “employment shares” method has been developed and it was turned into a time-series 
comparison of ratios in both establishment and employment shares.  Using this analysis 
method, it was aimed to found out the ratio movements in different periods.  Ratios used 
by Lai (1997) are showed as below: (Lai 1997) 
OExCBD 
OEx 
 
OLxCBD 
OLxT 
Where x  : a specific office trade (say classified according to the ISIC code) 
 CBD :  Central Business District or a conventional office centre 
 T :  any location other than CBD selected for the decentralization study 
 OE :  the number of office establishments 
 OL :  the size of office employment 
 
The ratio analysis was conducted to find out if a specific office trade decentralizes from 
CBD to further location other than CBD.  Ratio of employment and establishment were 
regarded as ones which show the relative shares and eliminating the effects by the size 
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and number of offices.  It was stated that the two variables are to be jointly used in 
interpretations.   
 
These two ratio analysis cannot be applied to this dissertation for two reasons.  The first 
reason, and the most fundamental one, is that there is no such information available in 
different districts in Hong Kong in the retail sector.  As this study aims to see the regional 
changes of retail spatial patterns long the MTR lines, information in separate districts is a 
must if these two analysis methods are to be employed.  The best information that the 
Government can release is the employment statistics in three big regions: Hong Kong 
Island, Kowloon Peninsula and the New Territories.  However, this does not serve the 
purpose of the study and therefore the two methods are not used.  The second reason is 
that retailing industry does not use number of employment or ratio of employment in their 
measurement of performance or trend usually.  It may because other than the large chain 
stores, supermarkets and department stores, many of the other scattered shops do not need 
to employ many people.  Very often, many of the shopkeepers are self-employed.  
Therefore, the employment ratio may not be as useful in the retail sector.  
 
3.2.3 Location History Analysis 
It has been said literally that the best method in studying decentralization is to trace the 
change of office locations of firms and interview them for the relocation reasons.  
However, this is obviously virtually impossible to be done.  Therefore, as an alternative, 
Lai (1997) employed a similar method called location history analysis in studying office 
decentralization in Hong Kong.  Data for this analysis is collected from telephone 
directories and specialized business or professional guides.   
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There were a number of sets of data required for this analysis: (a) number firms in a base 
year (say in the previous year); (b) number of firms moving into off-CBD locations (CBD) 
from the (CBD) (off-CBD locations) in the current year; (c) number of firms which have 
gone out of business in the current year (i.e. firms registered in the base year but have 
disappeared in the current year); (d) the number of firms moving into the CBD (off-CBD 
locations) in the current year, i.e. (a) – (b) – (c); (e) the number of firms moving into the 
CBD (off-CBD locations) from off-CBD locations (CBD) in the current year; (f) the 
number of firms opening in the CBD (off-CBD locations) in the current year (i.e. firms 
not registered in any year before and first appear in the current year); and (g) the total 
number of firms in the CBD (off-CBD locations) in the current year, i.e. (d) + (e) + (f). 
 
After obtaining the information, chronological progression and retrospective progression 
analysis were applied.  This aimed to trace the location changes and pattern of the firms’ 
location.   
 
However, this is not only difficult in office decentralization studies, it is also not feasible 
in retail decentralization study.  It is because it is almost impossible to trace the original 
movement of retailers.  The lease term of retailing properties is much shorter than that in 
office.  They range from several weeks to several years.  Therefore, the pattern cannot be 
traced easily. And so this method is not applied in this study. 
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3.3 Study Area 
The focus areas in this study can be grouped into three types:  
(1) Traditional central business district of retailing in Hong Kong along the MTR 
lines; 
(2) District with new development of MTR development from 1997 onwards, i.e. 
existing railway lines other than Kwun Tong Line, Tsuen Wan Line, Island Line 
and the East Rail Line (originally owned by KCRC); 
(3) District that with proposed MTR Lines, i.e. Extension of Tseng Kwan O Line 
(confirmed), Kowloon Southern Link (Confirmed), Extension of Kwun Tong 
Line, South Island Line and West Island Line and Shatin to Central Link. 
 
Area (1) includes area like Causeway Bay, Tsim Sha Tsui, Mongkok, etc.  All of which 
are classic shopping areas in Hong Kong. Area (2) includes areas like Tai Kok Tsui and 
Sham Shui Po, Tsing Yi, Tung Chung alone the Tung Chung Line; Tseng Kwan O, Yau 
Tong, Tiu King Leng along the Tseng Kwan O Line, etc.  Area (3) includes areas like the 
Kai Tak Area in Kowloon; Pokfulam and Kennedy Town in West Hong Kong Island; 
Whampoa and Yau Ma Tei near Tsim Sha Tsui and Mongkok, etc.  
 
Area (1) and (2) will first be analyzed by using the rent gradient analysis.  This is to 
verify if the hypothesis holds in by empirical studies in these areas.  Also, it will be 
classified into different cases according to their locations and analyzed according to their 
situation.  This is to form the basis in the anticipation of future retail decentralization in 
Area (3).  This can be done by matching districts with existing MTR lines and that with 
future development of MTR lines according to their location characteristics. 
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3.4 Data Collection  
Rental information is obtained from the EPRC with the transaction dates provided.   
 
EPRC18 is a local property information provider.  This database obtained information 
form the Land Registry that includes all parts in Hong Kong.  They provide transaction 
and leasing information for residential, commercial (retail), office, industrial and carparks.  
This system also gets information from other direct sources involved in transactions.  So 
this is a comparatively reliable information source. 
 
Though rental information was got from the EPRC, there is also some information not 
available there.  For retail properties rental information, much of them are restricted and 
limited to private access from developers only.  Sometimes for large scale shopping 
centres, rental information as seen as top trade secrets.  Therefore, mainly mid-scale 
shopping centres, which lie with estate developments, and high street shops rentals are 
obtained.  
 
 
                                                 
18 EPRC   www. eprc.com.hk 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RETAIL DECENTRALIZATION IN HONG KONG : 
EMPIRICAL RESULT 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The same approach for rent gradient analysis as that adopted in Lai (1990, 1997) studies 
on Mass Rapid Transit influence on land value and office decentralization in Hong Kong 
has been adopted in this study.  The analysis was applied in different sections according 
to their location.  When choosing information in forming the bid rent curves, districts on 
the same MTR lines are located in one graph.  Lines opened prior to 1998 are compared 
with those developed in the 1980s.   
 
In the following sections, the bid rent curves are explained and analyzed one by one.  And 
conclusion of whether retail decentralization has actually happened along the newly 
developed MTR lines will be given.   
 
4.2 Tseung Kwan O District Analysis 
When studying the change of bid rent function of the Tseung Kwan O Line, the CBD 
chosen was those in the Kowloon Peninsula as to constraint the variance between 
different districts.  The curves are plotted along the Kwun Tong Line.  The rent 
information applied in this analysis ranges from 1998 to 2007.  This includes a period of 
about five years before the operations of Tseung Kwan O Line and Five years after the 
operation of the line.   
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  Date of Operation Stations 
North Point 
Quarry Bay 
Yau Tong 
Tiu Keng Leng 
Tseung Kwan O 
Hang Hau 
Tseung Kwan O Line 18-Aug-02 
Po Lam 
Table 4.1 Tseung Kwan O Line stations 
 
All the districts that Tseung Kwan O Line passes through are grouped into “average 
Tseung Kwan O district” in the analysis.  It is because as the area is not fully developed 
when compared with other areas nearer to the CBD, there are only a few shopping centres 
or shops available in the large scale residential development in the area.  Therefore, the 
lease information together with the unit rental in the area is limited.   
 
For some years, unit rental information may not be available in smaller districts are not 
available while they may be available in the nearby district.  Therefore, when a time 
series analysis has to be conducted, smaller districts have to be grouped together for a 
complete set of information.  Also, the grouped districts are all provided with the MTR 
service.  In other words, the effect MTR can still be tested on the attractiveness of those 
locations.   
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Figure 4.1 Tseung Kwan O Line and Kwun Tong Line bid rent curves 
 
From the graph, it is shown that there are two types of bid rent curve patterns.  One 
follows what has been proposed by traditional bid rent curves.  They are downward 
sloping with the location of farthest distance having the lowest unit rent.  Another pattern 
got from the data shows irregular bid rent curves pattern.  The data does not follow the 
bid rent function expected result.  In contrary, curves are consistently in zig-zag shape.  
This shows areas closer to the CBD did not enjoy higher unit rent.  When interpreted in 
another way, the attractiveness of these locations is less than that of those “real off-CBD” 
locations.   
 
For years enjoying normal shape of bid rent curves, it is shown that different results are 
reached for separate districts.  Firstly, it is noted that Shek Kit Mei had once been 
attracting more retailers in that area during the period from 2001 to 2004.  However, time 
before and after those years shows there has been a steep slope between Shek Kit Mei 
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unit rental and that in Tsim Sha Tsui.  There has not been any special reform or policies 
in 2001 to 2004.  Therefore, this phenomenon cannot be explained.  
 
Also a gentler slope is seen from the Tseung Kwan O district bid rent curves since 2001.  
This may due to the news of the opening of Tseung Kwan O Line affected the retailer’s 
choice from that period onwards.  Tseung Kwan O Line has started its operation from 
year 2002. 
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Figure4.2 Tseung Kwan O Line and Kwun Tong Line bid rent curves – normal shape 
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Figure 4.3 Tseung Kwan O Line and Kwun Tong Line bid rent curves – zig-zag 
shape 
 
 
4.3 Tung Chung Line Analysis 
For the analysis on the influence of Tung Chung Line since its operation in 1998,  the 
rental information is mostly restricted and no unit rents records can be found in the EPRC.  
Yet, it is still possible to see the rent gradient changes after its operation from 1999 to 
2005. 
 
Mongkok and Tsim Sha Tsui represent CBD in the Kowlooon area as Tung Chung Lines 
runs from the Hong Kong Island to Kowloon and backed to Tung Chung.  The following 
table shows the stations of Tung Chung Line. 
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Figure 4.4 Tung Chung Line and Kwun Tong Line bid rent curves  
 
 Date of Operation Stations 
Hong Kong 
Kowloon 
Olympic 
Nam Cheong 
Lai King 
Tsing Yi 
Tung Chung Line 21-Jun-98 
Tung Chung 
Table 4.2 Tung Chung Line Stations 
 
To study the effect of this MTR line, it is identified that there are four main areas to be 
noted in a retail decentralization study.  First, Hong Kong Station and Kowloon Station 
represents the CBD areas.  It is because the Hong Kong Station is located in Central and 
built adjacent to Central Station of the Island Line.  For the Kowloon Station, though it is 
built in the west Kowloon area with few developments only (of which mainly luxury 
housing and high end shopping centre), it is still considered to be close to Tsim Sha Tsui.  
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Developments there are highly restricted by the plans set.  Therefore, it is out of our 
consideration. 
 
For Nam Cheong Station and Olympian Station, they are located near to some old 
districts in Kowloon like Prince Edward, Tai Kok Tsui and Sham Shui Po.  These areas 
have been well developed with local retail activities.   
 
For Tsing Yi Station, it is a separate island of Hong Kong.  It was originally an industrial 
area.  Its development was only started when new town project was launched by the 
Government on it.  Therefore, it can be treated as a separate district. 
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Figure 4.5 Mongkok, Tsim Sha Tsui and Tsing Yi bid rent curves 
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Figure 4.6  Mongkok and Tsing Yi bid rent curves 
 
Tung Chung Station lies on the Lantau Island.  In the database, it cannot have separate 
information for Tung Chung alone.  Instead, it is grouped with other records on the 
Islands.  Still, the islands are still included in the analysis as it is believed that Tung 
Chung has dominated the developments in such district.  A possible explanation for this is 
that other islands when compared with Tung Chung, they are less intensively developed.  
The population difference is also high when compare Tung Chung with them.  So it is 
reasonable to assume that most rental information is originated from the leasing activities 
in Tung Chung. 
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Figure 4.7  Mongkok, Tsim Sha Tsui and Island bid rent curves 
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Figure 4.8 Mongkok and Island bid rent curves 
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To see if retail decentralization has taken place in these districts, analysis that joining all 
the districts together would not be enough to distinguish the effect one by one.  Therefore, 
the districts are joined to the CBD one by one to see if the rent gradient is steeper or 
gentler when expected. 
 
It can be seen that for Island, the slopes of the bid rent curves are obviously have not 
become gentler.  It can be seen that the rise of rent in the CBD districts (Mongkok and 
Tsim Sha Tsui) is much faster and higher than that on the Islands.  Also, the unit rents in 
Tung Chung have not changed much in the past nine years.  It remained at a range lower 
than $50 per square foot.  The rent gradient has once become flatter in some years.  But it 
can be observed that the change in rent gradient is because of the lowering of unit rent in 
the CBDs instead a large extent of increase on the Islands. 
 
It should be noted that even with the omission of the effect of Tsim Sha Tsui and the bid 
rent curve is plotted directly with only the Islands and Mongkok involved, still there 
cannot find any regular pattern among the curves.  Therefore, there cannot be proven any 
retail decentralization to the Tung Chung area or the islands as a whole.  The 
attractiveness of these locations remains the same in these areas for retailers. 
 
However, when we study the graph containing bid rent curves of Tsing Yi, it is noted that 
when compared with the early stage of opening of the Tung Chung Line in 1999, the rent 
gradient has changed a lot from 1999 – 2005.  The slopes of bid rent curves throughout 
the years have become flatter year after year.  There was consistent change in the slope to 
a flatter one.  Therefore, the retail decentralization has taken place in Tsing Yi.  Tsing Yi 
has become a more popular shopping destination.   
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When the change in the slope of the curves are cross checked by with the direct curve 
plotted only with Mongkok, where the slope of the curve is more obvious when plotted 
together with other districts, it is shown that the result is consistent with that found in 
Figure 4.5 which includes Tsim Sha Tsui as well. 
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Figure 4.9  Mongkok, Sham Shui Po and Tai Kok Tsui bid rent curves 
 
When the bid rent curves for  Sham Shui Po and Tai Kok Tsui are plotted with the 
comparison with Mongkok and Tsim Sha Tsui together, the changes in the slopes are not 
obvious and do not show a special pattern at all.  However, when it is plotted only with 
Mongkok, it is found that the rent gradient between Sham Shui Po and Tai Kok Tsui has 
been flattened form 1999 to 2007.  This is suspected to be due to the influence of the Nam 
Cheong Station and increased the accessibility of such areas.  As it is known that there are 
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not any high influencing policies adopted in that area in the study period.  Therefore, the 
impact on the district should be the highest by the operation of Nam Cheong Station.   
Nam Cheong Station different from other stations on the Tung Chung Line, it is also one 
of the connection points between West Rail and also the Tung Chung Line.   
 
 
4.4 West Rail Analysis 
In this section, five districts are chosen as study points.  Taking consideration on the West 
Rail Line Stations and the Tsuen Wan Line Station, Mongkok is chosen as the referencing 
CBD areas in this part of the analysis.  Tsuen Wan, Tuen Mun, Yuen Long and the 
average of the Sham Shui Po, Cheung Sha Wan and Tai Kok Tsui were chosen to 
represent different stations of varies distance from the reference CBD.  The West Rail 
stations are listed in the following table: 
 
  Date of Operation Stations 
Nam Cheong 
Mei Foo 
Tsuen Wan West 
Kam Sheung Road 
Yuen Long 
Long Ping 
Tin Shui Wei 
Siu Hong 
West Rail Line 20-Dec-03 
Tuen Mun 
Table 4.3 West Rail Line stations 
 
The West Rail has started its service in December 2003.  It ran through the Tai Kok Tsui 
and Sham Shui Po area. And it goes directly to the Tsuen Wan Area into Yuen Long and 
Tuen Mun.  In the past, Yuen Long and Tuen Mun only served by buses, minibuses and 
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also light railway system.  The West Rail has first introduced heavy railway into that part 
of the New Territories and linked it directly to the urban areas. 
 
When the bid rent curves where plotted according to their distance with the CBD, in this 
case where Mongkok is used as reference, it is found there cannot be formed a move 
downward sloping curve.  From the result, it is shown that Tsuen Wan and Tuen Mun 
have constantly higher unit rents than the Cheung Sha Wan, Tai Kok Tsui and Sham Shui 
Po area.   
 
This may be explained by the Government Policies in the 1970s.  Tsuen Wan was 
included in part of the Tsuen Wan New Town while Tuen Mun was at the same time 
developed under the Tuen Mun New Town Scheme.  Being New Towns in Hong Kong, 
they have enjoyed a high residence number.  This has given rise to the local market in the 
area as the population can support the area alone.  When the central place theory is 
applied, it may be explained that as there is enough population to support the local market, 
which provides support to the demand threshold.  Therefore, the retailing activities there, 
though they are not regarded as CBD in Hong Kong, it is still a regional central place to 
their neighbours.  This may be the reason why the unit rents in these areas are higher than 
that nearer to Mongkok. 
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Figure 4.10  West Rail – Tsuen Wan Line bid rent cureves (According to distance with 
CBD) 
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Figure 4.11 West Rail – Tsuen Wan Line bid rent curves 
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In this analysis, year 2003’s data were omitted.  It is because the leasing information in 
that year in the Yuen Long and Tuen Mun district are not available.  However, it is not 
possible to assume it has uniformly performed as the previous or the year after nor 
assuming it to be $0 per square foot.  So the bid rent curve for year 2003 is not included 
in figures.  
 
Even after the rearrangement of the location sequence according to their rental levels, the 
bid rent curves for the West Rail and Tsuen Wan Line cannot be easily read.  Some 
normally performing years like 1998, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2004 and 2006 were picked up 
for further studies.  These curves are those which remain having negative slope toward 
the farthest location.   
 
In general, when looking at the bid rent curves that include all five districts, it appears 
that the slope’s steepness only has become gentler in a low degree.  There have not been 
significant changes in the slopes of the curves.  So it may not be appropriate in drawing 
the conclusion that retail decentralization has taken place in these districts only by 
looking at the general curves. 
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Figure 4.12 West Rail – Tsuen Wan Line Bid Rent Curve – Adjusted 
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Figure 4.13 West Rail – Tusen Wan abnormal bid rent curves 
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To study the bid rent curves of individual districts in more detail, each district were plot 
with Mongkok to show clearer rent gradient changes in the study period. 
 
Although the degree of changes in the four districts differs from each other, there is one 
common feature found in the resulting bid rent curves.  All the bid rent curves in year 
2001 were upward sloping instead of the expected downward sloping curves.  This may 
be due data manipulation errors or other factors like economic factors or social factors in 
that year affecting the rent of Mongkok very much.  This is viewed as a special case and 
therefore year 2001 information will not be taken into account in the analysis.  
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Figure 4.14 Mongkok and Tuen Mun Bid Rent Curve 
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Figure 4.15 Mongkok and Tuen Mun Bid Rent Curve –Adjusted 
 
In the case of Tuen Mun, it was shown that the slopes of the bid rent curves have become 
steeper year after year.  The steepness of such curves has reached a peak in 2007.  So it is 
found that there has not been any enhancement of attractiveness of Tuen Mun because of 
the West Rail development.  Instead, retailers are more attracted to the CBDs after the 
introduction of the heavy railway system.  This may show that the railway system has 
brought more retailers to the CBDs because of the improvement in transportation rather 
than bring customers to the district and attracted more retailers to supply service and 
goods. 
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Figure4.16 Mongkok and Yuen Long bid rent curves 
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Figure 4.17 Mongkok and Tsuen Wan Bid Rent Curve 
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Figure 4.18 Mongkok and Tsuen Wan Bid Rent Curve – Adjusted. 
 
Similar to the result in Tuen Mun case, the rent gradients in Yuen Long and Tsuen Wan 
remain more or less the same throughout the years and sometimes perform randomly.  
This cannot support the hypothesis the retail decentralization has actually taken place in 
Yuen Long and Tsuen Wan.   
 
All these three districts have one thing in common, all of them are New Towns.  New 
Towns have its own supportive population for the retailing activities locally.  This may 
has long helped developing retailing in those areas.  Therefore the improvements in 
transportation does not have great impact on them. 
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Figure 4.19 Mongkok and Cheung Sha Wan, Tai Kok Tsui, Sham Shui Po Average bid 
rent curve 
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Figure 4.20 Mongkok and Cheung Sha Wan, Tai Kok Tsui, Sham Shui Po Average bid 
rent curve – Adjusted 
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 There is an easily seen difference in the pre-2004 stage and the post-2004 stage 
bid rent curves.  Rent gradient is much larger in the pre-2004 stage than in the post-2004 
stage.  The slopes become gentler after the introduction of the Nam Cheong Station near 
to these districts.  This has brought an increase in the already developed retail market in 
that area.  From this result, it can be said the Cheung Sha Wan, Sham Shui Po and Tai 
Kok Tsui district are being more popular among retailers with the aid of the Railway 
system. 
 
 
4.5 Ma On Shan Line Analysis  
Ma On Shan Line was developed in 2004.  It covers nine stations (Table 4.4) and mainly 
serves area around Shatin and Ma On Shan in the New Territories.  The Ma On Shan Line 
was put together under the same analysis and comparison to East Rail because they cover 
some districts in common and their target users or their service ranges are both located in 
the New Territories.  Therefore, it is suitable to study the two lines together.  
 
  Date of Operation Stations 
Tai Wai 
Che Kung Temple 
Sha Tin Wai 
City One 
Shek Mun 
Tai Shui Hang 
Heng On 
Ma On Shan 
Ma On Shan Line 21-Dec-04 
Wu Kai Sha 
Table 4.4  Ma On Shan Line Stations 
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Figure 4.21 Ma On Shan and East Rail bid rent curves 
 
The result shows consistent pattern in the bid rent curves.  They lie on approximately the 
same range of rent from 1999 to 2007.  As the curves are so similar, it gives an 
impression that there should be no change in the rent gradients.  This is verified by 
separating the districts into one on one comparison with the CBD (Mongkok) as what 
have been done in the previous sections.   
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Figure4.22 Mongkok and Shatin bid rent curve 
 
There cannot be traced to have a continuous decrease in the rent gradients in Shatin, and 
Ma On Shan after the operation of the Ma On Shan Line.  There are no changes in the 
rent gradient pattern in both areas in the past nine years.  Then one can conclude that 
there has been no change in the attractiveness of Shatin and Ma On Shan to the retailers 
even further improvement in transportation in the area.  Recalling the result of analysis of 
Tsuen Wan, Tuen Mun and Yuen Long, these are similar to the case in Shatin as Shatin is 
one of the New Towns that were developed.  There have not been changes in the 
attractiveness in other new towns that were included in this study.   
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Figure 4.23 Mongkok – Ma On Shan bid rent curve 
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Figure 4.24 Mongkok – Tai Po bid rent curves 
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4.6 Conclusion 
Summarizing the characteristics from the results of the analysis, it can be seen that the 
MTR development has different impact on areas of their own features.  There are three 
types of districts that a MTR railway can reach: (1) areas with no railway facilities nor 
developed into New Towns in the early days like in the 1970s; (2) areas which has been 
closed to the CBD areas and with their own developed market, they may be served by 
other rail lines but the service range is not large enough for the whole district; (3) areas 
which were developed into New Towns in the early days link in the 1970s.  
 
For Type (1) districts like Tseung Kwan O (which was developed in a later stage), the 
rent gradients in these areas will become gentler once they have been provided with 
railway services.  This implies that these areas will become more attractive to retailers 
when there is improvement in transportation.   
 
For Type (2) districts though they may be closed to the CBD areas, their unit rent can be 
closer to that of the CBD levels when the railway system is further improved.  This may 
be due to two reasons, firstly the retailers maybe attracted to these off-CBD areas which 
are located near to the CBD areas when the accessibility is improved and they found it 
convenient to reach these areas.  Also it may be due to the expansion of the CBD areas to 
its surrounding district and lead to the increase in unit rent and therefore a gentler rent 
gradient.  Examples of such areas are Cheung Sha Wan, Sham Shui Po and Tai Kok Tsui. 
 
Lastly for Type (3) districts, these are district which were developed into New Towns.  In 
this study, it came across with several new towns affected by the MTR lines, they are 
Tsing Yi, Tsuen Wan, Shatin, Ma On Shan, Tuen Mun and Yuen Long.  These districts 
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though not located near to each other, they show consistent result in the rent gradient 
analysis.  All of them are not affected by the MTR line development regarding their unit 
rent.  The roles of these district and CBD have not changed in retailing even with the aid 
of the improved railway network and accessibility. 
 
By identifying these characteristic and relationship between the location, MTR line 
development and the rent gradient changes, the changes of commercial properties 
attractiveness can be anticipated for the future MTR lines and also the proposed MTR 
lines in the next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
APPLICATION TO DISTRICTS  
WITH PROPOSED NEW MTR LINES 
 
5.1 Introduction  
From the very beginning, this study was triggered by the news and announcements that 
new MTR lines are to be developed in the near future including a University Station near 
the University of Hong Kong.  This draws so much attention in the public.  Therefore, the 
final result and question to be solved in this study is how the districts’ retailing spatial 
patterns will be affected when the MTR Lines are developed? 
 
To anticipate the effect of MTR on the districts, first the locations and lines have to be 
identified.  As mentioned briefly in Chapter One, there are a number of future MTR Lines 
including those that are under construction and those at the proposal stage.  The new lines 
and their proposed stations are listed as below: 
 
  Stations 
Tai Wai 
Diamond Hill 
Kai Tak 
To Kwa Wan 
Ma Tau Wai 
Ho Man Tin 
Hung Hom 
Shatin to Central Line 
Exhibition 
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Admiralty 
North Point 
Tin Hau 
Tseung Kwan O Line 
Extension 
Tseung Kwan O South 
Yau Ma Tei 
Ho Man Tin Kwun Tong Line Extension
Whampoa 
Sai Ying Pun 
University West Island Line 
Kennedy Town 
University 
Cyberport 
Wah Fu 
South Island Line (West)
Aberdeen 
Admiralty 
Ocean Park 
Wong Chuk Hang 
Lei Tung 
South Island Line (East) 
South Horizons 
Hong Kong  
Tamar 
Exhibition 
North Island Line 
Fortress Hill 
Table5.1 New MTR Lines and the proposed stations 
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To understand the situation prior to the construction of such lines, the bid rent curves of 
the districts that are covered by the lines are shown in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, 
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5.  However, in this study, the North Island Line, Tseung Kwan O 
Line Extension, South Island Line (East) are not included.  For the North Island Line, it 
links the busiest part on the Hong Kong Island together on the coastal areas.  Nearly all 
the stations are located in the CBD.  As this study focus on the decentralization of 
retailing in Hong Kong, impact on only the CBD areas are not of the main interest.   
 
For Tseung Kwan O Line Extension, the Line was further developed to the southern 
Tseung Kwan O and creates more connection points between Island Line and the Tseung 
Kwan O Line.  Therefore, the case is similar to the original arrangement of the lines.  It is 
expected that the extension to the southern part of Tseung Kwan O will bring about more 
retailing activities there as that happened for that when Tseung Kwan O Line was first 
come to operation.   
 
For the South Island Line (East), it is totally due to the lack of information.  The leasing 
information is not available at all in the past.  It cannot be predicted any change to the 
rent gradient or the retail spatial structure of that area when the original picture is not 
known.  However, one thing that may be deduced is that, it is an area that is provided 
with the railway service for the first time, the number of leasing or activities in the 
commercial property market must increase in volume as that is the can in Tsing Yi.  
There have not been any records found with unit rent in that district before the 
establishment of the Tung Chung Line.  However, once the Tung Chung Line was opened, 
rental information becomes more readily available.   
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5.2 Shatin to Central Link 
For the Shatin to Central Link,  it will definitely brings a gentler bid rent curves to the Kai 
Tak area (including Kowloon City and San Po Kong in the graph).  The impact in these 
areas are expected to be most obvious when compared to other districts ran under the 
Shatin to Central Link.  Also, there will be impact on the Hunghom and Wan Chai 
retailing activities as well.  By referring to the previous chapter, these areas are originally 
served by railway but the service range is not wide enough to serve the whole district.  
Therefore, the more comprehensive railway services in the district will also shorten the 
difference in rent between them and the CBDs.  However, it is expected and proved in the 
analysis that Shatin will not have any change in the rent gradient.  The attractiveness 
remains and being unaffected by the operation of a new line or linkage to another district.   
 
In that sense, the bid rent curves will change in ways like Tsim Sha Tsui, Hunghom and 
Whampoa and Wanchai will have a flat bid rent curves between themselves as that in 
Hunghom and Whampoa are expected to be increased slightly.  While having Shatin’s bid 
rent curves unchanged in direction, there may be chance that Kowloon city and San Po 
Kong will have higher unit rent than Shatin.  As a result, the bid rent curves in the future 
will be like a “h” shape.  The slope between Mongkok and the other districts will be steep 
while section showing the three districts (Tsim Sha Tsui, Hunghom and Whampoa and 
Wan Chai) will be flat and the remaining sections having a gentle downward slope. 
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Figure 5.1 Shatin to Central Link bid rent curves from 1999-2007 
 
 
5.3 Kwun Tong Line Extension 
The case in Kwun Tong Line Extension should be similar to that in Cheung Sha Wan, Tai 
Kok Tsui and Sham Shui Po.  It is because areas covers by the Kwun Tong Line 
Extension were mainly the left out urban business areas in the past.  This had made their 
access easier than before.  This may be able to draw the retailers from the CBDs to these 
areas as they are neighbour to the CBDs and by the time Kwun Tong Line Extension is 
finished, it will have the same level of convenience in reaching these locations and the 
CBDs.   
 
Moreover, these areas have already accumulated an amount of population in the area.  So 
retailers must not be bounded by the population factor (in order words, the demand 
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threshold and market range factor) when they decide on the location.  From these 
predictions, it is suggested that the whole bid rent curves are to be gentler when the 
railway had been developed.   
 
Kwun Tong Line Extension Bid Rent Curves
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Figure 5.2 Kwun Tong Line Extension bid rent curves  
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Figure 5.3 Kwun Tong Line Extension bid rent curves - Adjusted 
 
 
5.4 West Island Line  
There found bid rent curves plotted along the West Island Line has been very consistent 
in shape and direction in the past 10 years.  Besides, the slopes of the bid rent curves are 
rather flat when compared to other lines to be developed in the future or have been 
developed in the past.  When MTR reaches those areas, the original gentle slope may 
change to a nearly horizontal flat slope in the curves.   
 
Kennedy Town and Sai Ying Pun were quite close to the location of the CBDs.  It is 
similar to the case in Cheung Sha Wan, Tai Kok Tsui and Sham Shui Po.  In the past 
experiences, further development or the attractiveness of commercial properties in that 
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district will increased.  Then this may prove partly that there is going to be 
decentralization of retailing in the Kennedy Town and also Sai Ying Pun in the future. 
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Figure 5.4 West Island Line bid rent curves  
 
 
5.5 South Island Line (West) 
It is expected that the bid rent curves will be similar in shape with the introduction of 
South Island Line (West).  It is because the South Island Line goes through districts like 
Aberdeen, Wah Fu, Cyberport and University.  These areas do not have intensive 
development in the past.  Population that are residence in this area are not as much in 
other districts.  So even with the improvement of transportation by the development of 
railway, it will not attract many retailers to develop there when the market range is so 
small and the demand threshold may not be reached easily.   
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Figure5.5   South Island Line (West) bid rent curves 
 
5.6 Conclusion 
It is found from the bid rent curves of the districts in the past few years that the bid rent 
curves are of similar steepness of the same area from 1998 to 2007.  However, this 
situation is expected to change in the future when the new MTR lines are constructed. 
 
According the findings and the pattern of areas along Tung Chung Line, Tseung Kwan O 
Line, West Rail and Ma On Shan Line, it is expected not all the areas will be affected by 
MTR development.  For those districts located on west Hong Kong Island like Aberdeen, 
Wah Fu, University, Kennedy Town, Wong Chuk Hang will experience the greatest 
change in the retail sector.  Their bid rent curves in the future after the start of operation 
of the new Island Lines will be gentler.   
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The MTR Lines of extensions like Kwun Tong Line Extension and also the Tseung Kwan 
O Line extension will have little effect on the surrounding district.  The slopes may be 
gentler to a low degree.  There anticipates no effect on Shatin (new town) or the Central 
to Fortress Hill areas (CBD).  It is because these areas’ retail sector are already fully 
developed.  They have formed their own markets already either from the surrounding 
population or those attracted from other districts.  The change may be so small that cannot 
be seen. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
6.1 Summary of Findings 
After going through the back ground of retailing in Hong Kong, back ground of MTR 
development, literature review on a few major retail location theories, analysis by rent 
gradient on different districts.  This chapter is going to summarize the key findings and 
implications of the work.   
 
This study was aimed to study if there is retail decentralization in Hong Kong.  Generally 
speaking, retailing is the trade of goods in small quantities.  For the meaning of 
decentralization, it was borrowed from the office decentralization studies that 
decentralization can be taken place in four forms: relocation of firms, branching of firm, 
firm sprawling and new firms formation.  However, in the retailing industry, it may not be 
as clear as what happened in office.  It is because retailing exists to serve the basic needs 
of population.  Retailing can exist in every district as there is such needs.  Also, most of 
the retailers are not running their business in large scale except those world famous brand 
names and chain stores.  Therefore, it is nearly impossible to witness all forms of 
decentralization in retailing.  But the most common form of retail decentralization is 
believed to be retailer sprawling.   
 
It was review that there are three main types of retail location theories: central place 
theory, rent models and spatial interaction models.  Central place theory gives the 
fundamental ideas how retailing activities are located.  It brought about the ideas of 
demand threshold and market range.  For rent models, there had been quite a number of 
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scholars worked on this area.  Among the models, bid rent function which was originated 
from von Thunen’s rent theory on agricultural land and later on extended to the urban 
land rent studies by Alonso were applicable to this study.  Bid rent curves are urban 
firms’ iso-profit curves.  Firms will be indifference of all the location along a curve.  
They will choose the location that the market structure touches the lowest bid rent curve.  
The lower the bid rent curve, the higher the profit they can make.  For the spatial 
interaction models, nearly all the models are based on Reilly’s Law and are modification 
of it.  However, being comparatively specific, it cannot be used in this study. 
 
In studying decentralization, there are four time-series methods that can be applied, 
namely rent gradient analysis, establishment analysis, employment analysis and location 
analysis.  However, these techniques had only been used in office decentralization studies 
but not in the retail sector.  In testing the hypothesis that “Retail decentralization has 
taken place in Hong Kong”, the rent gradient analysis was applied.  The other three 
methods are not used as information on number of establishments and employment in 
different districts are not available in Hong Kong while the location history of retailers is 
more non-accessible.   
 
The focus areas in this study are the districts along the MTR lines developed on and after 
1998.  Rental information of districts with MTR services is collected.  Leasing 
information was obtained from the EPRC.  The time period chosen for this study varies 
according to different MTR lines.  Usually, rental statistics of five years prior to the 
operation of the MTR lines and five years after that was used for analysis.  
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The rent gradient analysis were conducted long the Tseung Kwan O Line, Tung Chung 
Line, West Rail and Ma On Shan Line.  Each of them had their bid rent curves plotted 
with reference to the CBD and also together with the old MTR lines covered areas.  For 
all the analyses, Mongkok were used as the reference CBD.  It is because the rental 
statistics shows that the average Mongkok’s retail property rent has been constantly 
higher than that in Tsim Sha Tsui.   
 
The results of the analysis shows that even long the same MTR line, it was found that the 
influence of MTR service were not the same for the districts.  The effect can be grouped 
into three kinds.  Firstly, new towns that were covered by the MTR network on and after 
1998 are not affected.  The rent gradients remain unchanged before and after the MTR 
lines operations.  This can be shown in the result from Tsuen Wan, Tuen Mun, Yuen 
Long, Tsing Yi and Shatin.  Secondly, areas which are close to the CBD and with MTR 
services nearby, when they are provided with improvements in MTR networks, their rent 
gradients become gentler after that.  This happened in Cheung Sha Wan, Sham Shui Po 
and Tai Kok Tsui area.  Though the effect was not to a large extent, it can still be 
identified there is such a change.  Lastly, areas that started to develop in recent years and 
had no railway service in the past, the rent gradient will have obvious change and become 
much gentler than before.  This is witnessed in the Tseung Kwan O, Yau Tong and Tiu 
King Leng Area.  The gentler the slope of the bid rent curves, the higher the increase in 
attractiveness of that location compared to the reface CBD.   
 
In other words, MTR service does not enhance the attractiveness of new towns to the 
retailers, while it has a little effect on areas close to the CBD.  The greatest effect is 
shown in areas without railway in the past.   
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When these findings are applied to districts with proposed MTR development, the 
attractiveness of several districts’ retail property is to be predicted.  It was foreseen that 
Shatin will remain unaffected even there is going to be the Shatin to Central Link to be 
constructed.  However, in Sai Ying Pun, Yau Ma Tei, Hung Hom, Whampoa, Kai Tak, as 
they are relatively close to the CBD, these areas may experience slight increase in 
attractiveness to the retailers.  The rent gradients of the bid rent curves of these areas are 
going to be gentler than that at the moment.  However, for Wong Chuk Hang, Aberdeen, 
Pokfulam, Wah fu and Kennedy Town, the retailing activities are predicted to be 
enhanced and the rent gradients of these districts are to be flatten to a larger extent.  
 
From this study, it can be seen that much of the factor that affecting retail development 
still lies on the population density and the district development as a whole.  MTR 
development shows its influence but it is not the dominate factor in retail decentralization.  
It is seen that the attractiveness of more off-CBD areas has increased with the provision 
of MTR services.  This may be regarded as a form of retail decentralization in Hong 
Kong to a certain extent.   
 
 
6.2 Limitations 
When studying retail locations, there are several types of information that are decisive: 
rental and price information of retail activities in different districts, number of 
establishment of shops or stores, employment statistics in the retailing industry.  However, 
in Hong Kong, most of the required information is restricted.   
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The topic of this study was originally inspired by the development of a number of large-
scale shopping centres above MTR stations.  It is believed that lease information of 
shopping centre do help in giving the whole picture of retail location as their rent should 
be the highest among all types of shops or stores.  It is known that the leasing information 
for shopping centres is seen as trade secrets.  If there is a case that this information can be 
included in the study, it will surely help in the accuracy of the analysis. 
 
Information used in this study is mainly from street shops.  However, for some areas, 
street shops are for sale rather than lease.  So it may be more comprehensive if the 
transaction price can be used for analysis.  Then the bid price curves of different districts 
can be plotted and checked with the result of that obtained from bid rent curves.  
Handling both statistics from the sale and purchase transactions and leasing is not 
possible in a short period of time.  There were too many records and may not be feasible 
for a year study.  Therefore, this approach was not used in this study. 
 
 
6.3 Further Research Areas 
As MTR development is concerned and it is mentioned that MTR stations are usually 
transportation nodes that attract most retailing activities.  There can be further research 
areas on how large is the range of influence of MTR stations.  This can be achieved by 
taking the MTR stations as centre and study the rent gradient of the buildings or 
properties nearby to find out the location at which the influence of MTR services are not 
obvious.  Then this may contribute to the planning of MTR stations and also their effect 
on a district.   
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APPENDIX I - RENTAL INFORMATION IN DIFFERENT DISTRICTS 
                  
Central Business District 
      1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Central $/s.f.(G) Count 0 3 1 2 2 18 39 5 4 13 7 9 13 18 10 
Central $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 543.75 79.44 393.59 184.54 1284.54 4213.14 307.86 123.29 595.42 289.53 397.27 730.89 1013.98 326.77 
Central $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 181.25 79.44 196.80 92.27 71.36 108.03 61.57 30.82 45.80 41.36 44.14 56.22 56.33 32.68 
Central $/s.f.(N) Count 0 3 1 0 0 15 18 4 8 9 5 13 12 6 2 
Central $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 330.17 203.67 0 0 1448.12 1822.84 216.6 819.79 943.24 198.98 971.11 727.37 839.95 230.27 
Central $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 110.06 203.67 0.00 0.00 96.54 101.27 54.15 102.47 104.80 39.80 74.70 60.61 139.99 115.14 
CausewayBay $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 2 25 6 43 109 51 19 25 22 23 14 20 24 
CausewayBay $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 191.67 4053.26 1083.32 7861.81 15617.27 6228.01 1451.4 1334.74 1484.18 1266.04 810.62 1089.04 1766.99 
CausewayBay $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 95.84 162.13 180.55 182.83 143.28 122.12 76.39 53.39 67.46 55.05 57.90 54.45 73.62 
CausewayBay $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 6 3 35 29 22 27 23 32 28 29 46 14 
CausewayBay $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 1914.24 233.65 5946.96 3227.29 2908.09 3764.67 3353.13 5083.74 4398.78 6013.34 12572.03 2377.64 
CausewayBay $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 319.04 77.88 169.91 111.29 132.19 139.43 145.79 158.87 157.10 207.36 273.31 169.83 
TsimShaTsui $/s.f.(G) Count 0 15 5 16 3 59 185 82 32 35 34 34 31 51 34 
TsimShaTsui $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 2002.88 1491.51 3778.18 676.1 4799.33 18383.4 7302.35 1718.67 1992.86 1907.06 1713.06 2560.12 3111.95 3366.06 
TsimShaTsui $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 133.53 298.30 236.14 225.37 81.34 99.37 89.05 53.71 56.94 56.09 50.38 82.58 61.02 99.00 
TsimShaTsui $/s.f.(N) Count 1 10 0 1 1 70 71 33 40 52 41 41 40 55 49 
TsimShaTsui $/s.f.(N) Sum 109.34 1999.04 0 617.65 67.42 9228.24 11159.45 1973.63 6191.84 4848.51 5859.28 5042.4 4785.06 13858.28 7237.56 
TsimShaTsui $/s.f.(N) Average 109.34 199.90 0.00 617.65 67.42 131.83 157.18 59.81 154.80 93.24 142.91 122.99 119.63 251.97 147.71 
Mongkok $/s.f.(G) Count 0 1 0 0 0 42 221 61 32 25 23 25 17 25 19 
Mongkok $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 88.6 0 0 0 6616.84 49311.84 8403.6 2636.85 2370.07 3934.47 3073.17 1594 3735.97 3806.96 
Mongkok $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 88.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 157.54 223.13 137.76 82.40 94.80 171.06 122.93 93.76 149.44 200.37 
Mongkok $/s.f.(N) Count 0 1 0 0 0 16 57 16 29 32 28 24 36 34 22 
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Mongkok $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 106.69 0 0 0 4524.24 12252.18 2822.94 4704.88 4273.62 2834.21 4084.21 5956.69 4593.7 2943.22 
Mongkok $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 106.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 282.77 214.95 176.43 162.24 133.55 101.22 170.18 165.46 135.11 133.78 
East Rail Line 
      1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Fanling $/s.f.(G) Count 7 0 0 0 2 7 11 13 6 8 8 5 8 62 40 
Fanling $/s.f.(G) Sum 276.12 0 0 0 174.54 251.37 413.09 330.18 133.47 364.8 137.9 60.77 379.61 2542.61 1236.4 
Fanling $/s.f.(G) Average 39.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 87.27 35.91 37.55 25.40 22.25 45.60 17.24 12.15 47.45 41.01 30.91 
Fanling $/s.f.(N) Count 8 0 0 0 2 7 11 11 5 5 5 4 9 62 43 
Fanling $/s.f.(N) Sum 426.66 0 0 0 249.3 377.92 613.41 420.03 197.54 475.35 142.05 63.54 580.86 3795.1 2027.22 
Fanling $/s.f.(N) Average 53.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 124.65 53.99 55.76 38.18 39.51 95.07 28.41 15.89 64.54 61.21 47.14 
SaiKung $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 9 11 5 10 6 6 7 
SaiKung $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 46.5 81.31 131.96 261.99 311.27 123.21 360.73 321.79 145.5 246.63 
SaiKung $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.25 40.66 65.98 29.11 28.30 24.64 36.07 53.63 24.25 35.23 
SaiKung $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 3 0 0 2 3 5 8 11 4 10 6 7 7 
SaiKung $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 111.67 0 0 48.11 158.15 282.47 228.15 322.2 82.97 373.42 329.97 199.23 291.2 
SaiKung $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 37.22 0.00 0.00 24.06 52.72 56.49 28.52 29.29 20.74 37.34 55.00 28.46 41.60 
SheungShui $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 18 42 47 37 72 60 72 67 61 47 5 
SheungShui $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 961.51 2382.22 3079.31 2718.01 4361.11 3462.37 3785.11 4126.45 3654.07 3909.52 401.11 
SheungShui $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 53.42 56.72 65.52 73.46 60.57 57.71 52.57 61.59 59.90 83.18 80.22 
SheungShui $/s.f.(N) Count 0 1 0 0 23 73 107 45 104 74 82 72 74 56 15 
SheungShui $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 8.5 0 0 1757.24 6126.34 10072.24 4946.19 10747.8 6838.91 6601.49 6788.34 6889.68 7238.86 2108.31 
SheungShui $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 8.50 0.00 0.00 76.40 83.92 94.13 109.92 103.34 92.42 80.51 94.28 93.10 129.27 140.55 
TaiPo $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 17 8 10 17 10 18 8 17 8 14 
TaiPo $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 902.25 405.46 465.95 1134.94 365.82 780.71 272.49 781.49 396.26 689.79 
TaiPo $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 53.07 50.68 46.60 66.76 36.58 43.37 34.06 45.97 49.53 49.27 
TaiPo $/s.f.(N) Count 1 1 0 1 1 57 60 46 25 12 41 14 6 7 11 
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TaiPo $/s.f.(N) Sum 62.72 33.43 0 54.18 81.23 4103.83 4178.09 3598.95 1895.05 733.23 2958.81 798.1 473.13 321.49 821.06 
TaiPo $/s.f.(N) Average 62.72 33.43 0.00 54.18 81.23 72.00 69.63 78.24 75.80 61.10 72.17 57.01 78.86 45.93 74.64 
Island Line 
      1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
SheungWan $/s.f.(G) Count 0 1 0 2 0 19 17 5 20 23 25 25 23 32 13 
SheungWan $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 34.12 0 126.67 0 1948.81 632.25 188.29 1077.13 780.17 1174.59 1182.19 1151.09 1908.92 1125.61 
SheungWan $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 34.12 0.00 63.34 0.00 102.57 37.19 37.66 53.86 33.92 46.98 47.29 50.05 59.65 86.59 
SheungWan $/s.f.(N) Count 1 2 5 0 1 9 14 4 10 10 11 8 14 22 10 
SheungWan $/s.f.(N) Sum 40.88 164.96 261.33 0 78.26 854.63 1022.75 158.03 833.7 415.82 675.69 608.16 809.34 1601.93 834.04 
SheungWan $/s.f.(N) Average 40.88 82.48 52.27 0.00 78.26 94.96 73.05 39.51 83.37 41.58 61.43 76.02 57.81 72.82 83.40 
ShauKeiWan $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 1 0 0 5 9 3 6 6 3 6 6 2 5 
ShauKeiWan $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 65.02 0 0 252.04 300.66 125.63 156.2 142.82 137.44 592.62 164.37 48.65 325.9 
ShauKeiWan $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 65.02 0.00 0.00 50.41 33.41 41.88 26.03 23.80 45.81 98.77 27.40 24.33 65.18 
ShauKeiWan $/s.f.(N) Count 0 3 0 0 1 4 10 7 18 14 7 15 13 6 8 
ShauKeiWan $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 216.39 0 0 13.33 304.36 637.08 364.24 750.12 675.87 470.92 1163.51 453.66 307.26 433.75 
ShauKeiWan $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 72.13 0.00 0.00 13.33 76.09 63.71 52.03 41.67 48.28 67.27 77.57 34.90 51.21 54.22 
ChaiWan $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 2 3 1 3 
ChaiWan $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 29.3 33.33 0 481.98 58.47 0 528.77 736.65 151.46 337.55 
ChaiWan $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 29.3 33.33 0 240.99 29.235 0 264.385 245.55 151.46 112.5167 
ChaiWan $/s.f.(N) Count 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 4 3 4 4 2 5 
ChaiWan $/s.f.(N) Sum 25.98 0 0 0 0 87.18 0 0 795.66 316.51 218.7 872.02 1043.47 218.5 478.6 
ChaiWan $/s.f.(N) Average 25.98 0 0 0 0 87.18 0 0 198.915 79.1275 72.9 218.005 260.868 109.25 95.72 
WanChai $/s.f.(G) Count 5 1 0 3 0 23 55 26 16 15 11 20 18 16 16 
WanChai $/s.f.(G) Sum 2036.5 40.65 0 611.69 0 1475.72 4166.22 1758.61 676.52 821.44 1025.86 853.79 1071.01 1237.43 1457.6 
WanChai $/s.f.(G) Average 407.30 40.65 0.00 203.90 0.00 64.16 75.75 67.64 42.28 54.76 93.26 42.69 59.50 77.34 91.10 
WanChai $/s.f.(N) Count 4 1 0 0 1 44 52 15 42 48 35 41 33 30 31 
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WanChai $/s.f.(N) Sum 2543 50.61 0 0 232.56 4601.97 5531.04 1449.01 5062.35 4558.52 3170.77 4184.98 3026.39 2761.57 4250.36 
WanChai $/s.f.(N) Average 635.75 50.61 0.00 0.00 232.56 104.59 106.37 96.60 120.53 94.97 90.59 102.07 91.71 92.05 137.11 
Kwun Tong Line 
      1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
KwunTong $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 2 2 2 
KwunTong $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 116.21 182.39 290.33 69.69 168.25 
KwunTong $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29.0525 182.39 145.165 34.845 84.125 
KwunTong $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 13 13 18 12 7 
KwunTong $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 419.44 1823 1643.37 2938.26 3600.56 1034.6 
KwunTong $/s.f.(N) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 209.72 140.2308 126.4131 163.237 300.0467 147.8 
ShekKitMei $/s.f.(G) Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 3 6 2 2 3 3 1 
ShekKitMei $/s.f.(G) Sum 56 0 0 0 0 0 80.41 32.51 119.5 357.32 32.56 100.97 99.81 68.67 72.07 
ShekKitMei $/s.f.(G) Average 56.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.80 32.51 39.83 59.55 16.28 50.49 33.27 22.89 72.07 
ShekKitMei $/s.f.(N) Count 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 
ShekKitMei $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 351.74 57.48 0 0 0 0 120.04 0 0 40.59 0 114.78 53.61 0 
ShekKitMei $/s.f.(N) Average 0 87.935 57.48 0 0 0 0 60.02 0 0 20.295 0 57.39 26.805 0 
KowloonTong $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
KowloonTong $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 35.83 0 21.22 78.17 0 0 0 0 13.75 0 0 0 
KowloonTong $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 35.83 0 21.22 39.085 0 0 0 0 13.75 0 0 0 
KowloonTong $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KowloonTong $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KowloonTong $/s.f.(N) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WangTauHom $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WangTauHom $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WangTauHom $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WangTauHom $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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WangTauHom $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 32.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WangTauHom $/s.f.(N) Average 0 0 32.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WongTaiSin $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
WongTaiSin $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35.57 0 0 0 0 33.33 35.57 
WongTaiSin $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35.57 0 0 0 0 33.33 35.57 
WongTaiSin $/s.f.(N) Count 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 2 4 3 3 1 
WongTaiSin $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 29.09 0 0 55.5 44.16 0 63.95 139.33 0 129.44 127.72 59.09 140.64 47.55 
WongTaiSin $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 29.09 0.00 0.00 55.50 44.16 0.00 63.95 46.44 0.00 64.72 31.93 19.70 46.88 47.55 
TszWanShan $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
TszWanShan $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 65.7 0 0 24.32 119.17 0 0 24.32 0 0 
TszWanShan $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 21.9 0 0 24.32 119.17 0 0 24.32 0 0 
TszWanShan $/s.f.(N) Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 1 
TszWanShan $/s.f.(N) Sum 28.79 0 0 0 0 0 18.32 0 27.63 75.02 0 0 51.81 0 75.55 
TszWanShan $/s.f.(N) Average 28.79 0 0 0 0 0 18.32 0 27.63 37.51 0 0 25.905 0 75.55 
DiamondHill $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DiamondHill $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 525.36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DiamondHill $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 175.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DiamondHill $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DiamondHill $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DiamondHill $/s.f.(N) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NgauChiWan $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NgauChiWan $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NgauChiWan $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NgauChiWan $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NgauChiWan $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NgauChiWan $/s.f.(N) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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SanPoKong $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 82 5 11 19 41 17 76 26 41 30 
SanPoKong $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 962.7 95.63 83.79 201.44 322.78 126.66 648.17 238.31 303.42 201.79 
SanPoKong $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.74 19.13 7.62 10.60 7.87 7.45 8.53 9.17 7.40 6.73 
SanPoKong $/s.f.(N) Count 2 3 0 0 1 40 8 9 9 24 16 36 17 20 16 
SanPoKong $/s.f.(N) Sum 205.52 270.15 0 0 58.96 727.54 289.05 203.62 156.69 458.61 327.66 579.1 414.92 369.1 291.51 
SanPoKong $/s.f.(N) Average 102.76 90.05 0.00 0.00 58.96 18.19 36.13 22.62 17.41 19.11 20.48 16.09 24.41 18.46 18.22 
KowloonBay $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 2 0 3 1 1 2 1 4 
KowloonBay $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 119.06 52.28 0 0 25.28 0 58.25 0.39 19.63 15.26 2.59 89.36 
KowloonBay $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.81 17.43 0.00 0.00 12.64 0.00 19.42 0.39 19.63 7.63 2.59 22.34 
KowloonBay $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 2 0 3 1 1 3 1 4 
KowloonBay $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 188.94 80.99 0 0 36.14 0 88.09 0.49 29.9 43.61 3.3 128.23 
KowloonBay $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 37.79 27.00 0.00 0.00 18.07 0.00 29.36 0.49 29.90 14.54 3.30 32.06 
NgauTauKok $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NgauTauKok $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 43.51 116.99 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NgauTauKok $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 43.51 58.495 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NgauTauKok $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
NgauTauKok $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 59.31 221.26 0 0 86.02 0 0 0 0 108.04 
NgauTauKok $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 59.31 73.75 0.00 0.00 43.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 54.02 
LamTin $/s.f.(G) Count 0 2 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LamTin $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 88.58 0 0 0 539.77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LamTin $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 44.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 89.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LamTin $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
LamTin $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 44.38 0 492.23 0 0 33.47 64.18 0 0 0 0 50.46 
LamTin $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.38 0.00 123.06 0.00 0.00 33.47 64.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.46 
Tseung Kwan O Line 
      1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
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NorthPoint $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 14 25 19 12 18 12 12 17 13 9 
NorthPoint $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 785.94 1266.51 1282.84 426.67 618.58 915.04 388.92 956.75 811.17 319.66 
NorthPoint $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 56.14 50.66 67.52 35.56 34.37 76.25 32.41 56.28 62.40 35.52 
NorthPoint $/s.f.(N) Count 1 2 2 0 0 30 53 19 31 23 19 20 28 24 16 
NorthPoint $/s.f.(N) Sum 64.84 113.75 141.38 0 0 1723.7 2757.79 1047.79 1119.73 1210.65 1161.41 1576.42 2247.6 1417.96 1123.65 
NorthPoint $/s.f.(N) Average 64.84 56.88 70.69 0.00 0.00 57.46 52.03 55.15 36.12 52.64 61.13 78.82 80.27 59.08 70.23 
QuarryBay $/s.f.(G) Count 1 1 0 0 0 1 8 0 3 1 2 4 2 1 1 
QuarryBay $/s.f.(G) Sum 49.93 11.67 0 0 0 13.03 279.81 0 310.78 58.68 105.72 259.38 105.72 52.86 87.42 
QuarryBay $/s.f.(G) Average 49.93 11.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.03 34.98 0.00 103.59 58.68 52.86 64.85 52.86 52.86 87.42 
QuarryBay $/s.f.(N) Count 0 5 0 0 0 0 6 2 7 3 2 5 1 4 3 
QuarryBay $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 664.87 0 0 0 0 649.41 289.26 656.58 198.9 161.9 569.18 78.74 256.04 367.56 
QuarryBay $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 132.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 108.24 144.63 93.80 66.30 80.95 113.84 78.74 64.01 122.52 
TiuKengLeng $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 4 0 1 1 
TiuKengLeng $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 22.56 14.18 31.83 68.9 0 0 104.02 0 40.08 28.2 
TiuKengLeng $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 22.56 14.18 31.83 34.45 0 0 26.005 0 40.08 28.2 
TiuKengLeng $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 1 1 
TiuKengLeng $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 49.77 66.55 0 0 122.53 0 62.71 25.48 
TiuKengLeng $/s.f.(N) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 49.77 66.55 0 0 40.84333 0 62.71 25.48 
TKO $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 4 0 0 1 6 4 4 1 
TKO $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 438.78 120.71 166.61 0 0 43.38 174.78 89.24 112.65 47.22 
TKO $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 73.13 20.12 41.65 0.00 0.00 43.38 29.13 22.31 28.16 47.22 
TKO $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 3 0 0 1 6 4 4 1 
TKO $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 623.82 29.38 201.8 0 0 60.32 244.73 134.64 174.73 65.66 
TKO $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 103.97 29.38 67.27 0.00 0.00 60.32 40.79 33.66 43.68 65.66 
ChaKwoLing $/s.f.(G) Count 0 3 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 0 4 0 2 1 
ChaKwoLing $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 212.21 73.86 0 0 22.56 14.18 31.83 68.9 56.48 0 104.02 0 80.16 28.2 
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ChaKwoLing $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 70.74 73.86 0.00 0.00 22.56 14.18 31.83 34.45 28.24 0.00 26.01 0.00 40.08 28.20 
ChaKwoLing $/s.f.(N) Count 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 3 0 2 1 
ChaKwoLing $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 176.14 0 0 0 0 0 49.77 66.55 126.71 0 122.53 0 125.42 25.48 
ChaKwoLing $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 176.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 49.77 66.55 42.24 0.00 40.84 0.00 62.71 25.48 
Tsuen Wan Line 
      1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
CheungShaWan $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 26 33 10 32 21 20 17 39 22 29 
CheungShaWan $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 1226.86 1116.33 208.48 1097.89 461.35 557.5 561.89 1059.41 927.2 881.92 
CheungShaWan $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.19 33.83 20.85 34.31 21.97 27.88 33.05 27.16 42.15 30.41 
CheungShaWan $/s.f.(N) Count 0 1 1 0 0 5 5 2 4 2 0 3 0 4 3 
CheungShaWan $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 80.09 79.87 0 0 404.13 347.15 39.5 153.39 17.74 0 148.75 0 198.09 148.67 
CheungShaWan $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 80.09 79.87 0.00 0.00 80.83 69.43 19.75 38.35 8.87 0.00 49.58 0.00 49.52 49.56 
LaiChiKok $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LaiChiKok $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 29.63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LaiChiKok $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 29.63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LaiChiKok $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LaiChiKok $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LaiChiKok $/s.f.(N) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kwai Chung $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 1 0 42 6 5 11 7 5 5 5 3 
Kwai Chung $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 141 0 3091.84 293.9 443.58 650.04 479.75 128.99 243.42 183.06 89 
Kwai Chung $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 141.00 0.00 73.62 48.98 88.72 59.09 68.54 25.80 48.68 36.61 29.67 
Kwai Chung $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 6 3 7 4 7 9 10 4 
Kwai Chung $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 314.96 415 327.74 502.99 339.66 277.28 623.6 652.45 117.46 
Kwai Chung $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.99 69.17 109.25 71.86 84.92 39.61 69.29 65.25 29.37 
TsuenWan $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 1 1 37 112 93 102 76 88 50 56 21 32 
TsuenWan $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 253 34.72 3540.85 11404.81 8406.97 10445.3 8880.09 9500.21 5061.08 6961.45 1532.3 4986.6 
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TsuenWan $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 253.00 34.72 95.70 101.83 90.40 102.41 116.84 107.96 101.22 124.31 72.97 155.83 
TsuenWan $/s.f.(N) Count 4 6 5 2 8 48 89 99 120 89 93 60 64 17 39 
TsuenWan $/s.f.(N) Sum 600.08 981.41 865.75 355.14 1909.69 5462.04 12235.34 11274.4 16640.1 12044.65 11773.09 7135.94 9003.21 1624.94 6435.21 
TsuenWan $/s.f.(N) Average 150.02 163.57 173.15 177.57 238.71 113.79 137.48 113.88 138.67 135.33 126.59 118.93 140.68 95.58 165.01 
Tung Chung Line 
      1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Tai kok Tsui $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 2 1 4 3 4 2 3 4 
Tai kok Tsui $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 712.44 64.69 16.22 121.26 104.31 119.41 15.28 120.89 177.04 
Tai kok Tsui $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 27.40 32.35 16.22 30.32 34.77 29.85 7.64 40.30 44.26 
Tai kok Tsui $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 2 4 10 7 7 9 4 5 
Tai kok Tsui $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 174.36 25.3 111.6 485.56 265.99 266.14 283.59 216.11 285.81 
Tai kok Tsui $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24.91 12.65 27.90 48.56 38.00 38.02 31.51 54.03 57.16 
SSP $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 1 1 0 0 14 9 8 18 21 17 11 9 9 
SSP $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 138 136 0 0 570.58 682.29 396.63 739.22 794.45 819.04 958.95 362.66 1205.06 
SSP $/s.f.(G) Average 129.03 89.95 138.00 136.00 0.00 0.00 40.76 75.81 49.58 41.07 37.83 48.18 87.18 40.30 133.90 
SSP $/s.f.(N) Count 1 7 2 0 0 0 12 6 13 11 11 10 10 10 7 
SSP $/s.f.(N) Sum 129.03 629.62 63.25 0 0 0 593.82 307.92 1629.72 561.14 435.77 676.43 992.53 744.79 1052.75 
SSP $/s.f.(N) Average 129.03 89.95 31.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 49.49 51.32 125.36 51.01 39.62 67.64 99.25 74.48 150.39 
Tsing Yi $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 
Tsing Yi $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 56.43 21.07 37.59 10.34 0 33.63 32.75 0 0 
Tsing Yi $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 18.81 21.07 37.59 10.34 0 33.63 32.75 0 0 
Tsing Yi $/s.f.(N) Count 0 1 0 0 0 0 20 13 10 10 18 4 1 0 0 
Tsing Yi $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 14.34 0 0 0 0 635.99 621.57 337.33 602.32 506.86 138.05 45.43 0 0 
Tsing Yi $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 14.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.80 47.81 33.73 60.23 28.16 34.51 45.43 0.00 0.00 
Islands $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 
Islands $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 70.19 37.44 25.85 33.7 35.85 16.82 67.68 0 16.82 
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Islands $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.40 37.44 25.85 33.70 17.93 16.82 33.84 0.00 16.82 
Islands $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 6 7 7 11 10 4 2 1 
Islands $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 667.05 212.42 302.01 432.61 506.56 518.44 178.81 109.34 18.01 
Islands $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 41.69 35.40 43.14 61.80 46.05 51.84 44.70 54.67 18.01 
West Rail and Ma On Shan Line 
      1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Tuenmun $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 32 78 35 34 45 0 37 12 33 14 
Tuenmun $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 4129.02 12259.5 3953.05 5909.03 5661.89 0 2813.16 534.31 1758.91 648 
Tuenmun $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 129.03 157.17 112.94 173.80 125.82 0.00 76.03 44.53 53.30 46.29 
Tuenmun $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 25 54 20 32 28 0 17 14 31 17 
Tuenmun $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 6021.35 14198.55 4981.92 7957.02 6475.96 0 3704.09 1046.4 2187.93 1212.31 
Tuenmun $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 240.85 262.94 249.10 248.66 231.28 0.00 217.89 74.74 70.58 71.31 
YL $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 11 12 15 17 8 0 9 10 7 5 
YL $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 660.98 1048.57 430.03 755.09 368.54 0 370.49 332.13 421.92 343.21 
YL $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.09 87.38 28.67 44.42 46.07 0.00 41.17 33.21 60.27 68.64 
YL $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 27 36 35 39 20 0 37 36 28 36 
YL $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 1352.85 2491.44 1713.72 2651.35 928.21 0 1695.66 1799.17 1490.31 2020.72 
YL $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.11 69.21 48.96 67.98 46.41 0.00 45.83 49.98 53.23 56.13 
Shatin $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 145 39 37 26 30 25 17 18 7 
Shatin $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 9507.91 2955.4 2740.37 1619.83 1390.2 1005.59 1115.31 754.14 736 
Shatin $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.57 75.78 74.06 62.30 46.34 40.22 65.61 41.90 105.14 
Shatin $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 50 26 34 31 42 28 18 30 
Shatin $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 6250.93 9071.27 5397.29 5893.92 4711.13 7092.6 3818.36 2429.07 8435.43 
Shatin $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 156.27 181.43 207.59 173.35 151.97 168.87 136.37 134.95 281.18 
MaOnShan $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 110 77 102 88 98 0 53 45 38 
MaOnShan $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 5421.46 3817.17 5416.16 4464.89 5296.72 0 3314.23 3016.39 2760.14 
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MaOnShan $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 49.29 49.57 53.10 50.74 54.05 0.00 62.53 67.03 72.64 
MaOnShan $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 110 77 105 89 98 0 53 45 38 
MaOnShan $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 7044.05 4955.13 7426.99 5918.12 6935.78 0 4349.01 3965.52 3596.07 
MaOnShan $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 64.04 64.35 70.73 66.50 70.77 0.00 82.06 88.12 94.63 
New Lines 
      1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
WongChukHang $/s.f.(G) Count 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WongChukHang $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WongChukHang $/s.f.(G) Average 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WongChukHang $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WongChukHang $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WongChukHang $/s.f.(N) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
West Mid-Level $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
West Mid-Level $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 10.1 41.04 0 0 0 0 23.9 0 0 0 
West Mid-Level $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 10.1 41.04 0 0 0 0 23.9 0 0 0 
West Mid-Level $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
West Mid-Level $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 11.24 152.89 13.63 0 0 0 39.22 0 0 63.19 
West Mid-Level $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.24 50.96 13.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.22 0.00 0.00 63.19 
Aberdeen $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 1 2 0 5 7 4 1 4 3 1 4 5 3 
Aberdeen $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 154.72 184.05 0 181.81 271.06 141.76 8.71 128.47 66.39 8.71 110 296.53 148.08 
Aberdeen $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 154.72 92.03 0.00 36.36 38.72 35.44 8.71 32.12 22.13 8.71 27.50 59.31 49.36 
Aberdeen $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 2 0 0 15 14 8 17 9 8 3 3 6 5 
Aberdeen $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 204.68 0 0 1207.32 1087.6 601.48 1806.97 1036.31 562.28 268.59 117.22 491.33 511.97 
Aberdeen $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 102.34 0.00 0.00 80.49 77.69 75.19 106.29 115.15 70.29 89.53 39.07 81.89 102.39 
Central $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 8 3 2 
Central $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 59.27 46.73 40.46 322.51 93.5 143.57 
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Central $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.76 23.37 40.46 40.31 31.17 71.79 
Central $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 6 3 1 
Central $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 62.09 50.4 0 226.57 106.53 70.52 
Central $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.70 25.20 0.00 37.76 35.51 70.52 
PokFuLam $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PokFuLam $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PokFuLam $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PokFuLam $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PokFuLam $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PokFuLam $/s.f.(N) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SYP $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 3 2 3 2 5 2 3 0 
SYP $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 260.12 143.7 45.18 67.52 105.04 32.43 104.66 43.71 61.31 0 
SYP $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 130.06 28.74 15.06 33.76 35.01 16.22 20.93 21.86 20.44 0.00 
SYP $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 2 10 3 3 5 6 8 8 6 1 
SYP $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 275.72 353.31 63.01 72.54 202.99 168.92 193.7 234.89 153.58 150 
SYP $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.86 35.33 21.00 24.18 40.60 28.15 24.21 29.36 25.60 150.00 
KT $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 3 4 1 5 3 3 3 1 
KT $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 46.33 158.41 91.08 113.16 12.82 89.14 54.29 58.97 98.26 10 
KT $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.17 31.68 30.36 28.29 12.82 17.83 18.10 19.66 32.75 10.00 
KT $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 6 9 7 13 9 8 16 7 3 3 
KT $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 187.07 309.92 209.28 632.13 247.24 204.18 529.32 200.02 165.2 155.2 
KT $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.18 34.44 29.90 48.63 27.47 25.52 33.08 28.57 55.07 51.73 
YMT $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 6 28 9 6 7 5 5 3 11 8 
YMT $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 291.31 2430.97 423.63 327.64 141.13 89.67 133.15 169.43 367.94 257.92 
YMT $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.55 86.82 47.07 54.61 20.16 17.93 26.63 56.48 33.45 32.24 
YMT $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 13 6 5 12 14 10 7 14 17 13 
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YMT $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 1177.91 385.39 440.54 716.29 610.25 527.47 441.81 993.54 1011.67 1074.88 
YMT $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 90.61 64.23 88.11 59.69 43.59 52.75 63.12 70.97 59.51 82.68 
HMT $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 
HMT $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0 28.76 111.22 0 59.39 12 11.05 0 63.33 0 
HMT $/s.f.(G) Average 0 0 0 0 0 0 28.76 27.805 0 29.695 12 11.05 0 31.665 0 
HMT $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 5 
HMT $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 346.18 89.52 207.34 113.93 122.08 116.01 191.95 88.21 80.17 284.23 
HMT $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 69.24 44.76 51.84 37.98 40.69 29.00 47.99 29.40 26.72 56.85 
HHWP $/s.f.(G) Count 0 0 0 0 0 7 4 3 5 2 2 2 1 9 3 
HHWP $/s.f.(G) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 286.89 366.92 208.44 642.82 33 216.53 119.99 59.72 249.79 216.54 
HHWP $/s.f.(G) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.98 91.73 69.48 128.56 16.50 108.27 60.00 59.72 27.75 72.18 
HHWP $/s.f.(N) Count 0 0 0 0 0 10 4 1 5 3 4 2 1 11 4 
HHWP $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 0 0 0 0 657.27 216.49 15.66 1166.94 151.36 414.79 99.41 80.29 492.99 261.15 
HHWP $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.73 54.12 15.66 233.39 50.45 103.70 49.71 80.29 44.82 65.29 
KowloonCity $/s.f.(G) Count 3 1 0 1 1 8 9 11 11 8 8 5 7 10 7 
KowloonCity $/s.f.(G) Sum 180.71 96.15 0 40.63 46.67 294.33 257.84 348.21 530.55 333.61 276.21 142.53 222.65 268.05 237.83 
KowloonCity $/s.f.(G) Average 60.24 96.15 0.00 40.63 46.67 36.79 28.65 31.66 48.23 41.70 34.53 28.51 31.81 26.81 33.98 
KowloonCity $/s.f.(N) Count 0 7 8 0 0 8 11 3 9 11 9 9 12 18 10 
KowloonCity $/s.f.(N) Sum 0 596.89 927.55 0 0 411.59 465.98 143.62 495.4 447.68 274.41 442 526.4 949.92 554.26 
KowloonCity $/s.f.(N) Average 0.00 85.27 115.94 0.00 0.00 51.45 42.36 47.87 55.04 40.70 30.49 49.11 43.87 52.77 55.43 
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APPENDIX II – MTR OPERATING NETWORK WITH FUTURE 
EXTENSIONS 
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APPENDIX III – EXISTING RAILWAY NETWORK 
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APPENDIX IV – DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR SHOPPING AREAS IN METRO 
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APPENDIX V – LAND USE-TRANSPORT FRAMEWORK IN METRO 
 
